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Abstract 
 
Video game journalism has been accused for lack in journalistic legitimacy for 
decades. The historical relation between video game journalists and video game 
publishers has always been problematic from an objective point of view, as publishers 
have the power to govern and dictate journalistic coverage by withdrawing financial 
funding and review material. This has consequently lead to lack in journalistic 
legitimacy when it comes to video game coverage. However, as the grass roots media 
movement gained popularity and attention in the mid 2000s, a new more direct and 
personal way of coverage became evident. Nowadays, grass roots media producers 
operate within the same field of practice as traditional journalists and the difference 
between entertainment and journalism has become harder than ever to distinguish.  

The aim of this master thesis is to discover if grass roots media is more critical 
than traditional video game journalism regarding industry coverage. The study 
combines Communication Power theory, Web 2.0 and Convergence Culture, as well 
as Alternative Media and Participatory Journalistic theory, to create an 
interdisciplinary theoretical framework. The theoretical framework also guides our 
choice in methodology as a grounded theory study, where the aim of analysis is to 
present or discover a new theory or present propositions grounded in our analysis. To 
reach this methodological goal, 10 different grass roots media producers were 
interviewed at 6 different occasions. The interviewees were asked about their 
opinions regarding grass roots media production, their own contribution, as well how 
they identified journalistic coverage. 

It was discovered that the grass roots media producers were not more critical than 
traditional video game journalists. This was because grass roots media producers 
operate under the rules of entertainment production. It was discovered that if grass 
roots media producers break out of the normative rules of entertainment production, 
they would either loose their autonomous freedom or funding, resulting in a catch-22 
situation. 

Furthermore, it was found that grass roots media producers did not identify 
themselves as journalists; rather they identified themselves as game critics or 
reviewers. Thus, a video game journalist is categorised as an individual that report 
writes or edits video game news as an occupation, with formal journalistic training. 
However, since neither grass roots media producers nor industry veterans in general 
have journalistic training, it is still unclear who is a video game journalist. 

 Lastly, we found that grass roots media producers have little possibility to 
influence traditional video game journalism. The only way to increase the status of 
journalistic legitimacy is by encouraging journalism itself, to engage in critical media 
coverage. As there is a public demand for industry coverage, and journalistic 
legitimacy is grounded on the normative democratic self-descriptions of the 
profession, video game journalism needs to move beyond entertainment and engage 
in democratically, constructive and critical coverage. 
 
Keywords: Video game journalism, grass roots media, communication power, web 
2.0, convergence culture, alternative media, citizens’ journalism 
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Glossary of terms 
 
1. Grass roots media:  Media that is produced from common or ordinary people and 

citizens, which is contrasted to the leadership or elite of a political party or social 
organisation.  

 
2. Alternative media: Umbrella term that incorporates all kinds of mass media 

(including grass roots media) that challenge the dominant capitalist forms of media 
production, media structures, content, distribution and reception. 

 
3. Media producer: An individual that is responsible for the administrative aspects, 

and general supervision of the production of media commodities that reach or 
influence people widely: These bloggers, editors and reviewers are media 
producers. 

 
4. Legitimacy: The level of accordance of established rules, principles, or standards 

that are logically inferable: This journalist lost legitimacy as he was discovered 
receiving bribes to cover a story.  

 
5. Journalism: The occupation of reporting, writing, editing, photographing, or 

broadcasting news or of conducting any news organisation as business.  
 
6. Journalistic legitimacy: Legitimacy that is grounded in the normative democratic 

self-descriptions of the profession. 
 
7. Critical media: Media that is critical in content and form, which incorporates 

alternative oppositional content to dominant and often repressive homogeneous 
perspectives. As such, critical media values oppositional content rather than 
ideological and profitable motives. 

 
8. Practice: The action or process of performing or doing something, or the repeated 

performance or systematic exercise for the purpose of acquiring skill or 
proficiency: He imposes journalistic practice to become a better editor. 
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Figure 1. Comic strip from web comic “Critical Miss” 
about video game journalism, and it’s lacking 
community legitimacy and credibility. 
	  
	  
Table 1. (Fuchs 2010: 176) 
Dimension Capitalist mass media Alternative media 
Journalistic Production Elite Journalism Citizens’ journalism 
Media Product Structures Ideological form and content Critical Form and content 
Organisational Media 
Structures 

Hierarchical media 
organisations 

Grassroots media organisations 

Distribution structures Marketing and public relations Alternative distribution 
Reception practices Manipulative reception Critical reception 

	  
Table 2. (Source: Creswell 2013: 190) 
Grounded theory data analysis and representation research approach 
1. Create and organize files for data 
2. Read through text, make margin notes, form initial codes 
3. Describe open coding categories 
4. Select one open coding category for central phenomenon in process, and engage in axial coding 
– causal condition, context, intervening conditions, strategies and consequences. 
5. Engage in selective coding and interrelate the categories to develop a “story” or propositions 
6. Present a visual model or theory, and present propositions 

	  
Table 3. Central phenomenon: video game journalism  
Grass roots media Video game journalism 
Honest media production Accountable journalism 
Entertaining personalities Democratic content 
Creative freedom Critical media 

 
Table 4. The model of sustainable video game journalism 
Grass roots media Video Game Journalism 
Stereotypical characters Constructive characters 
Enthusiast media perspective Critical media perspective 
Constrained field of coverage Open field of coverage 

	  
	   	  

Figure 2. Creswell’s Data Analysis Spiral 
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1. Introduction 
 

”I wouldn’t refer to myself as a video game journalist, because being a journalist is a 
profession and occupational training that I do not have. I prefer the term game critic or editor, 
and in that sense I consider myself as much as an amateur as the video bloggers online” (Oskar 
Skog 2014).  

 
The quote above comes from an interview with one of Sweden’s most famous video 
game critics. He has been writing reviews and articles in Swedish video game 
magazines since the 1990s. Today he is the editor in chief of one of the largest video 
game discussion and news forums in Sweden: Loading. For many video game 
enthusiasts, he is the given example, of a video game journalist (Forum Bokförlag 
2014). Because of this background context, his statement seems completely 
conflicting. As a rhetoric question: if one of Sweden’s most well known and respected 
game critics does not consider himself as a journalist, then who is a video game 
journalist? More importantly what is the role of contemporary video game 
journalism? A pretty straight forward question that should not require much thought 
to answer. Even so, the categorization of video game journalism, has given both 
journalistic practitioners and media scholars alike, a great deal of headache since the 
birth of contemporary video game coverage in the mid 1990s (Wolf 2012: 338). It 
was during the midpoint of the 1990s when printed magazines began to cover video 
games and the video game industry, not simply as means of consumption and media 
commodities, but also as lifestyles: the “gamer” lifestyle. In Sweden, the video game 
magazine Super PLAY became a pioneer in this particular sense. (Hansson, Frank 
2012: 153) However, as video game coverage and journalistic practise rose 
immensely during the midpoint of the 2000s, the decade long discussions of 
journalistic legitimacy and accountability became even more relevant.  

In the video game community, the idea of video game journalism as a means of 
profession has been debated so many times that the community themselves more 
often than not, assume that editors and journalists are “bought” by video game 
publishers. Because of this lack of journalistic legitimacy, the idea of contemporary 
video game journalism has, at least in the eyes of the video game audience, become a 
pretentious joke, a parody, or someone whom you cannot trust. (“The Evolution of 
Games Journalism” 2014)  
	  

	  
Figure 1. Comic strip from web comic “Critical Miss” about the lack of legitimacy and credibility 
in video games journalism and the video games community. 
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Maybe most problematic is that the fact that these assumptions are most accurate. For 
a long time, the legitimacy of video game journalism has been debated. This is 
because video game journalists have historically been in a situation, were strong 
partnership with video game publishers is common. By selling advertising space to 
publishers, video game journalists have always received promotional copies of newly 
released games that they in turn can review, and write articles about. It is a mutual 
relation of dependency. (Wolf 2012: 338)  

And it is this industry norm and business relation that is still problematic. There 
have been repeated cases were journalists have been fired because of negative reviews 
on video games that were up for release. Journalists like Jeff Gerstmann were fired 
from the editorial team of Gamespot in 2007 after giving the game Kane & Lynch: 
Dead Men a low score, (“Gaming The System: How A Gaming Journalist Lost His 
Job Over A Negative Review” 2014) and journalist Rob Florence was fired from the 
editorial staff of Eurogamer in 2012, after that he openly critiqued the ethics of 
journalistic coverage, as journalists were being controlled by the video game 
publishers.  (“Eurogamer Writer Loses Job For Pointing Out How Much Video Game 
Journalism Fails” 2014) Regardless if we are talking about a niche area of media 
coverage or not, if we are going to raise conceptual questions of what journalism is 
supposed to do in terms of truth and informing the public in an ethical, unbiased way, 
then contemporary video game journalism is indeed “failing”. 

It was in this media climate during the midpoint of the 2000s, that the introduction 
of social networks and the new DIY online culture really became noteworthy. 
Suddenly, video game enthusiasts began to participate in the field of video game 
coverage that previously was mostly exclusive to the traditional journalists. Thus, the 
video game consumers themselves began to create their own media commodities and 
media productions. Rapidly, discussion forums like NeoGAF became important 
sources for industry professionals and video game enthusiasts alike. YouTube 
bloggers began to challenge traditional means of video game news coverage, and 
Twitter users could share video game industry leaks in seconds. During the year of 
2008, grass roots media producers began to mobilise their productions together, and 
began to create their own websites with own original content. Grass roots video 
games coverage has grown immensely fast during these last years. Swedish YouTube 
blogger Felix Kjellberg, more famous under his alias “PewDiePie”, has over 25 
million subscribers and is the most subscribed YouTube user in the world. (“One 
Gamer Has More YouTube Subscribers Than Rihanna, Bieber” 2014) Also, 
multinational media companies have begun to recruit roots media producers in greater 
extent. For instance, ScrewAttack, a site that began as a small video game 
entertainment site with original content, later became subsidiary partners of 
Gametrailers, who in turn is owned by multinational Viacom. (“Viacom” 2014) Also, 
Giant Bomb, another game oriented entertainment site, was recently acquired by 
multinational CBS interactive. (“Giant Bomb, Comic Vine Join CBS Interactive” 
2014) For this reason, grass roots media of today is not a lesser form of enthusiast 
media, but rather an integrated part of contemporary video games coverage. Because 
of this development, several scholars have already pointed out that journalism as a 
profession is becoming even more ambiguous than before, forever reshaping our 
perception of who is a journalist (Fuchs 2010; Vobič and Dahlgren 2013).  

In media studies, the influential possibility of grass roots media as a mean of 
democratic deliverance is often discussed. The idea is simple, people will critique and 
raise vital questions where traditional media fails to do so, due to the pressure of 
political economy in society. Joakim Bennet, editor in chief at PC-Gamer, openly	  
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stated in an interview that contemporary video game coverage needs a more 
investigatory and critical approach in regards to journalism.	  	  
	  
“As the industry is growing in a more rapid pace, and millions are turned over, we also need 
someone to investigate the companies. In that extent, we have not been successful, we have not 
really caught on to that issue as our cause” (Hansson, Frank 2012: 148).  
	  

As grass roots media is considered to have possibilities to raise critical societal 
questions, maybe grass roots media could be the solution to the inherited problems of 
traditional video game journalism. Grass roots media and alternative media should be 
in a situation where they, at least in theory, could criticize the video game industry 
and companies in ways that traditional media cannot. By being a grass roots media 
producer, you are autonomous, as you don’t receive any economical benefit from 
publishers, ergo there should not exist any restraints for a critical industry approach. 
Several YouTube profiles and video bloggers have done exactly this, as they openly 
critique the current state of the video game industry. Jim Sterling, host of the 
JimQuisition show, and John Bain, YouTube critic TotalBiscuit, is just two of the 
most prominent in this field, which in fact identify themselves as video game 
journalists.  

But can we generalise that grass roots and alternative media by default is a more 
honest and critical voice in contemporary video game coverage? That is a question 
that will be discussed in great detail in this thesis. Thus, this thesis aims to raise the 
conceptual question of what constructive benefits grass roots media productions may 
have on contemporary video game journalism. And most importantly, if the grass 
roots media in practice is more critical than traditional video game journalism.  
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2. Background 
2.1 A historical background on traditional video game journalism 
 

The birth of contemporary video game journalism is usually traced back to the 
beginning of the 1990s, when the video game industry was rejuvenated by the 
introduction of the Japanese video game consoles. However, if we really want to go 
back to the very beginning, video game coverage actually began in the 1970s. (Wolf 
2012: 338) Understandably though, the concept of video game journalism from that 
particular time was non-existent. In reality, the foundations of contemporary video 
game journalism started out in arcade trade magazines of the 1970s, grouping together 
arcade games with all other forms of coin operated entertainment, such as pinball and 
slot machines. Even so, the success of famous arcade games such as Pac-man and 
Space Invaders, where enough to raise popularity towards video games and the first 
publications such as Electronic Games, Joystick, Video Games and Computer Gaming 
World were introduced. However, they shortly ceased with their operations along the 
video game crash of 1983. The crash was a business and economical disaster, after 
years of an inflated video game market, completely flooded with numerous video 
game consoles and no forms of quality control. (Wolf 2012: 338) Instead, the turning 
point is most often traced back to the rise of the Japanese video game console market 
in early 1980s. Japanese companies Nintendo and Sega successfully launched their 
respective consoles in the mid 1980s. Also, the new, cheaper home computers from 
Amiga and Commodore were gaining popularity. The field of media coverage in	  
terms of video and computer games became more substantial than before, ushering a 
new era of media coverage. 

Between the years of 1988 and 1994, several video game publications were 
launched that would become important industry staples. Publications like GamePro, 
Game Informer, Electronic Gaming Monthly, Edge Magazine and Nintendo Power, 
were all launched during this time period. In comparison to earlier video game 
publications, these publications are still operational today. The only exception is 
Nintendo Power that initially began as an in-house magazine for Nintendo to market 
video games, but became independently owned by Future Media in 2007, (Wolf 
2012) and later discontinued in 2012 after a decline in popularity. (“Nintendo Power 
Coming to an End | Joystiq” 2014) In comparison with the early publications of the 
1970s, these new publications were all enthusiast and consumer focused, with 
industry coverage, sneak peeks and previews of upcoming games. Most vital to the 
video game consumer were the reviews of newly released games. Thus, it was during 
this period that video game journalism really began to become an important actor in 
video game coverage. 

As the video game industry continued to grow, video game coverage continued to 
expand with the industry. During the early years of the new millennium, video game 
consoles became fletched-out multimedia machines, expanding the consoles 
functionality beyond playing games. With the launch of video game consoles with 
DVD-movie playback functionality and Internet access, the video game medium 
gained more mainstream appeal. (Wolf 2012) The new media demographic 
encouraged the video game journalists to cover the video game medium in a broader 
and more professional way, e.g. the discussion of games in terms of culture and art. 
Nowadays, it is not only video game publications that cover the video game industry, 
but also high profile publications such as the New York Times, Newsweek, the London 
Telegraph, the San Jose Mercury News, and the Los Angeles Times. (Wolf 2012: 339)  
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As video games became more complex, the media coverage of video games also 
required an understanding from different fields. This is because video games often 
overlapped in different areas of expertise forcing contemporary video game coverage 
to embody everything from entertainment and leisure, industry economics, as well as 
technology and hardware discussions. Thus, this unique field of coverage requires that 
journalists understand all of these areas, and how these fields may be interrelated with 
each other.  

Current video game journalists are also the first true generation of journalists, 
which grew up alongside the rejuvenated video game medium itself from the early 
1980s. This led many pioneers in video game journalistic coverage to break free from 
their older editorial staffs and create their own independent magazines or media 
organisations. (Wolf 2012: 340) But more vital than anything was the rise of the 
Internet in terms of distribution and media access. This dramatically changed the 
foundations of “old” media where subscribers began to decline. The new dynamic 
field of video game coverage required a fast and hands-on approach to the medium. 
The release of online journalistic content, gave the editors of magazines new 
advantages over printed media, which were previously restrained by long lead times 
before their stories could be published. (Wolf 2012: 340)  

However, the transition to digital distribution and journalistic procedure was not a 
straight-forwarded process without problems. Journalists and readers alike found 
themselves critiquing editors and entertainment websites for lack of journalistic 
quality and industry bias. This was due to lacking journalistic training from new 
editors. Furthermore, several mainstream video game websites urged to create a more	  
appealing media product to the video game audience. Thus they began to recruit other 
independent blogs and websites to expand their own brand even further. Even though 
some of these new editors were talented, the requirements of journalistic training 
became even less imperative. The sudden inflation of freelancing writers led to 
debatable issues of labour where many more or less worked for free, with the hope of 
becoming a more public and recognized journalist in the near future, thus diminishing 
the requirements for an industry adequate salary even more than before. (Hansson, 
Frank 2012: 151) 

Historically, video game journalists from the early 1990s were not trained 
journalists either, but rather industry enthusiasts that wanted to write about video 
games. Who was a journalist or was not, was vaguely defined by his or hers year of 
experience in the field. Put simply, if you were an editor at a larger magazine, you 
were probably a video games journalist. (Hansson, Frank 2012: 148) Nevertheless, 
with the new media landscape, anyone that blogged or wrote independently could 
refer to themselves as a “video game journalist”. The need for more qualitative 
control became more evident than before. Therefore, the video game journalism and 
media coverage of today, is still a very complex area of media coverage and 
entertainment, without much critical evaluation. Editorial content still balances 
between sheer consumer information and attempts of creative freedom that are 
monitored by the publishers that act as investors. Thus, contemporary video game 
journalism still features questionable relations with the video game publishers and 
lack of journalistic training from practitioners with equivocal journalistic execution, 
(Hansson, Frank 2012: 149) just as it did back in the beginning of the 1990s. 

The addition of grass roots media has in some ways created a more varied media 
landscape and alternative industry coverage, but the introduction of these new 
enthusiasts has also consequently diminished the professional status of video game 
journalism even more than before. (Wolf 2012: 341) Today, questions about the 
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profession of the modern video game journalist are often consolidated in two 
fractions: those who argue that we need to rethink our traditional sense of journalism 
and that the new practitioners in fact are journalists, or those who argues that the 
video game industry itself needs to become more controlled area of video game 
coverage and practice to be able regain a more prominent role of media quality and 
journalistic legitimacy. (Vobič and Dahlgren 2013) 

 

2.2 The rise of grass roots media in contemporary video game coverage 
 
The years of 2007-2008 are often referred to as the “boom” of contemporary grass 
roots media in terms of video game coverage. It was during this time that the video 
game enthusiasts began to master the new properties of social media and user-friendly 
photo upload, video editing and blog user tools online, and created the more vivid 
video game community that we can see today. Even though the community and its 
audience have traditionally always been very active online through discussion forums, 
the introduction of YouTube and WordPress definitely helped enthusiasts to voice 
their interests publicly.  

There were several pioneers to this form of entertainment, for example film-
student James Rolfe began posting humorous short episodes under his alias “The 
Angry Nintendo Nerd” (which later became “The Angry Video Game Nerd”) on his 
website around 2005. (Viral Videos Infect The Mainstream 2014) Quickly, Rolfe’s 
character gained mainstream attention and popularized the whole movement of video 
bloggers that ranted about video games in an “angry” fashion.  
During this time, Craig Skistimas and Thomas Hanley got together and began to 
upload videos online on their video game site ScrewAttack. In 2006, they aired the 
first episode of their show “SideScrollers”. Their show was so well received that 
multinational Viacom Media Networks later approached the founders with interests of 
acquiring their talent to their video game site Gametrailers. Later that year, Viacom 
acquired the rights to some of ScrewAttack’s productions, and they became a 
subsidiary partner of Gametrailers. (“MTV Networks Gametrailers acquires exclusive 
rights to ScrewAttack programming” 2014) This proved to be one of the first 
stepping-stones of the new cooperation, between traditional, the new talent from grass 
roots media and contemporary video game coverage online. Ironically enough, 
Rolfe’s productions with ScrewAttack as subsidiary partners in 2008, also went on to 
Gametrailers, as part of the business deal, thus giving him even more media 
exposure. During the following years, more and more talented video producers and 
video game bloggers surfaced, such as Joe Vargas’ “The Angry Joe Show” (The 
Angry Joe Show 2014), Doug Walkers’ “The Nostalgia Critic” (“Nostalgia Critic” 
2014) and Pat Contri’s “Pat the NES punk”.  

However, the most important contribution from these grass roots enthusiasts, were 
not their light-hearted comical contribution to video game coverage, but rather the 
adaptation of alternative media practices to already established traditional editorial 
staff of video game sites (Wolf 2012: 340). During these years, sites like 
Gametrailers, IGN, and Gamespot all started to incorporate the same forms of video 
productions that were pioneered by the grass roots practitioners. It is easy to see how 
modern Gametrailers in-house shows like Kyle Bosman’s “The Final Bosman” and 
Marcus Beer’s “Annoyed Gamer” all have clear roots in the grass roots practitioners 
of 2007.  
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Furthermore, what became even more interesting was when already established video 
game journalists began to use the video blogging platform in a more industry-critical 
way. Former editor Jim Sterling from Destructoid, launched his show “JimQuisition” 
in 2011 and quickly began to gain attention from the video game community. Instead 
of a light-hearted approach, he used the same methods of video ranting to deliver 
constructive and industry critical opinions. (“Jimquisition  : Integrity, Journalism, and 
Free PS4s” 2014) Thus the message was no longer simply a commodity of 
entertainment, but rather a means of sending a critical message. In	  other words, it had 
a point, a purpose that was greater than to entertain. Even though Jim Sterling 
certainly wasn’t the first one to rant about problems in the video game industry, he is 
certainly one of the most important ones today, with other critics joining in as 
YouTube profiles like AlphaOmegaSin and TotalBiscuit. Today, video productions, 
blogging, and video ranting are all part of the climate that is modern video game 
coverage, intertwining with both traditional editorial projects, and independent 
journalism. Even though the traditional text blog has been on decline for the last 
couple of years, video ranting and video production are still as hot as ever.  
 

2.3	  The	  mutual	  relation	  of	  dependency	  between	  journalists	  &	  publishers	  
 

As mentioned earlier in this thesis, an inherited problem with video game journalism 
is the obvious fact that video game publishers exercise a strong control over 
journalistic content. The reasons behind have been touched upon during this thesis, 
but we are going to discuss the background context here. 

Even from the very beginning of modern video game coverage in the 1990s the 
salaries were low, requiring journalists to posses strong subjective interests in the 
subject (Hansson, Frank 2012: 149). Thus, video game journalism has traditionally 
been a field were people work for very low wages, since the ambition to “talk to 
others about games” has always been the top priority. Ove Klaufeldt was formerly 
editor in chief of Spelindustrin, a Swedish video games website. During an interview, 
he explained that he saw great problems when it came to labour concerns in 
contemporary video game media.   

 
“The fact that there are people that more or less work for free, makes it difficult for those who 
want to become more professional video game journalists. You can’t discuss salary when there 
are always people who can do the job with substantially less pay.” (Hansson, Frank 2012: 151)  
 

Former freelance journalist Sussane Möller, video game editor on the Swedish 
morning paper Dagens Nyheter, agreed that the payment for labour in video game 
journalism is a problem. She implied that the model of reviewing is mostly based 
around the same model of a film review.  

 
“To review video games is not the same as to review films, as a playtrough of a game can take 
up to 100 hours, to be able to create a sustainable opinion of a game. Even so, the salary is 
often the same as for a film review” (Hansson, Frank 2012: 152)  

 
Because of this industry situation, there are not so many video game journalists that 
can earn a living just by covering games. The video game publishers has the upper 
hand, as they can offer sponsorship deals and economic funding if they take part in 
different forms of advertisement projects. Former editor in chief of MCV Nordic Mats 
Nylund, said in an interview that it is clear that it is the publishers that dictate the 
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journalistic process. The publishers have all the review material and contribute with 
financial backing (Hansson, Frank 2012: 150). For some time, publishers even 
lavished extensive promotional freebies and exotic trips to journalists. In 2002, Los 
Angeles Times reporter Alex Pham reported an unflattering industry situation, where 
publishers saw video game journalists as a prolonged part of their immense marketing 
apparatus (Wolf 2012: 141). Even though journalists have reported that these 
promotional perks did not affect the outcome of a review, several media outlets began 
to pay the travel expenses for their employees in order to maintain journalistic	  
objectivity. Thus, journalists, either grass roots practitioners or established ones, saw 
themselves stuck in catch-22 situation. If they wanted to become established and 
serious journalists, they needed to have someone that covered their game expenses, 
but if they were to engage in collaborations with publishers regarding review material, 
the publishers would probably employ demands on their behalf. On the other hand, if 
journalists chose to freelance and buy their own games, they would need to find 
revenue in other ways, be that from a part time job or through advertisements on their 
sites. Grass roots media producers have a somewhat more autonomous position, as 
they can choose to avoid contact with publishers.  
But during the last few years, a more active video game audience, video blogging, 
reviews and play-troughs on the Internet have become an everyday part of the 
community. Through video streaming services like YouTube and Twitch, the 
publishers have discovered new ways of exploiting user-generated content online as 
marketing tools. For instance, publishers began to offer grass roots media producers 
economic revenue in the form of embedded advertisement. Besides pop-up ads when 
viewing a certain video, product placement started to appear frequently as bloggers 
were filmed with certain sponsored equipment, e.g. headphones and other computer 
hardware.  

In some cases, the product placement is more hidden as publishers urge media 
producers to “talk about their product in positive ways”. The latter example became a 
recent controversy when Microsoft and video game site Machinima engaged in a 
covert campaign where YouTubers could earn extra money by covering the Xbox 
One-console and its games in a “positive manner” (“Sketchy Promo Plan Pays 
YouTubers For Positive Xbox One Coverage” 2014). But maybe most memorable in 
recent years, is the controversy that occurred in 2010 when industry veteran and 
journalist Geoff Keigley took part of a very unpleasant Doritos and Mountain Dew 
campaign to promote the upcoming Halo 3 video game that was up for release. 
(Eurogamer 2014) 

Clearly, the video game publishers still to this day exert a very strong control over 
editorial content, with very little suggesting that this will change. Because of this 
industry vindictive standard, it is important to focus our attention to video game 
journalism and contemporary media production as a profession. Much like in other 
areas of culture production, video game journalism is a form of immaterial labour 
where unpaid labour is a recurring and frequent problem. Given this situation, one 
would assume that this area of labour has been covered by academia. Yet, as we will 
discuss in the next chapter, video games studies in the past have historically not had 
profession and labour discussions in mind.	    
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3. Previous research 
3.1 The three academic stances on video games studies 
 
If we are going to discuss prior academic research when it comes to the field of video 
games, we need to address the three most evident academic stances that the medium 
has chronologically been treated from: the condemnatory perspective, the celebratory 
perspective, and the critical perspective.  

Between the early years of the media around the early 1970s all the way to the 
2000s, the characteristics of video games studies were of a neglecting nature, where 
scholars tried their best to find the “problems” that occurred if someone played video 
games. Obviously, video games of “violent nature” were of specific interest, as these 
were perceived as the embodiment of real life violence and crimes (Dyer-Witheford 
2009: xxiv). Psychological studies were popular, such as Dominick’s study of 
teenagers in 1984. These studies were often based on simplistic models and the belief 
of media effects. Most often, subjects were isolated from real world context, and their 
actions were measured quantitatively (Dominick 1984). Video games studies of this 
time were of a condemnatory practice. Surely it did not help the academic field in 
terms of maturity when video games like Mortal Kombat were released in 1992, and 
single-handily created a new content rating system. The ESRB was formed as a 
response to the moral panic that struck society in terms of media violence debates and 
its believed effects on minors (Wolf 2012: 196). To make matters worse, the horrible 
school shooting catastrophe in Columbine High School in 1999, spurred on the belief 
that video games were the culprits, as journalists rarely forgot to point out that the 
perpetrators were avid Doom-players. (Dyer-Witheford 2009; Wolf 2012) 

As time passed, scholars that had grown up alongside video games began to get 
involved in the field of research. Around the turn of the new millennium, the 
academic jargon shifted from a condemnatory perspective, to a celebratory 
perspective. This sharp contrast in academia was mostly due to the growing amount 
of sophisticated video game coverage by journalists, amateur pop-culture historians, 
and game reviewers1 (Kent 2002; Dyer-Witheford 2009). In contrast to prior research, 
this new wave of academics presented video games with properties rich in culture just 
as films and television. They took the games aesthetics and narrative qualities more 
seriously. Thus, video games were analysed as examples of complexity, conviviality, 
and cooperation, rather than isolation and asocial activities. This was also the time 
when several academics started to contribute to the field of contemporary video game 
studies in a more affirmative fashion as Henry Jenkins defended video games from 
the charges of being “murder simulators” at U.S. senate hearings (Dyer-Witheford 
2009: xxv). This new way of understanding the video game medium also laid the 
foundations to contemporary video games studies, as the field got a new revaluated 
importance to the academic field. During this time of academic exploration, research 
was of a describing nature, most often explaining in detail the specific properties of a 
certain game. Scholars described the genre and its conventions and wrote coherent 
lexicons to explain these new academic findings. Even though the scholars of this 
time may have had their best intentions in mind, the ironic consequence was that 
video games studies tended to exaggerate the positive benefits to the point were 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  For a more coherent discussion about the development of contemporary video game journalism, see 
chapter (2.1) – A historical background on traditional video game journalism.	  
2 For a full disclosure of Web 2.0 mechanics, please refer to chapter (4.3)  - Web 2.0 and convergence 
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scholars ignored political and economical context. Societal issues like unpaid labour	  
and economic political topics within the video game industry in the new information 
society were in general ignored (Dyer-Witheford 2009: xxvi). 

It is from this critique that the third and most modern stance on video game studies 
emerged: the critical perspective. As a development from both the condemnatory 
perspectives as well as the celebratory discussions of the beginning of the new 
millennium, the critical approach adds the element of critical economical and political 
analysis to the medium. By situating digital play with issues of societal power, the 
idea is to expand academic research beyond formalistic game theory. This approach 
does not deny the inherited attributes of video games and digital play, but neither does 
it assume that we simply have transcended the problems of “old media” in terms of 
ideology and political control. In contrast to prior research of media effects, the new 
academic point of view lies in the inquiry of social structures and corporate contexts 
and institutional forces (Dyer-Witheford 2009: xxvii). The idea is to look at games, 
and the discourses that surround them, as representations of subjective interests and 
intangible agendas that may serve or destabilize conventional rules and norms in 
society. This explains the rise of race and gender studies that surfaced in video games 
research during the midpoint of the 2000s. Scholars started to investigate how societal 
factors, such as domestic wealth, race, and ethnicity, may determine how likely they 
will approach video games (Jackson et al. 2008; Roberts and Foehr 2008).  

Most significant was the special academic attention that was given to female 
empowerment and identity making studies, in the context of a male dominated 
community culture. (McMenomy 2011; Salter and Blodgett 2012) Even though 
misogyny is common, female video game players are more common than ever, 
reshaping old-fashioned norms of a male only area of practice. For instance, 
YouTuber and media critic Anita Sarkeesian unintentionally became the face of the 
contemporary gender debate when she aired the show “Tropes vs. Women” in 2011. 
(#1 The Manic Pixie Dream Girl (Tropes vs. Women) 2011) Recently, research within 
video games has also developed into complex community studies were the idea is to 
investigate if inherited properties of video game communities may have “offline” 
benefits, e.g. improved social characteristics. (Kobayashi 2010; Williams 2006; 
Ledbetter and Kuznekoff 2012) Also, research in the terms of social activism and 
consumer power has also become more evident since the introduction of Web 2.0 
technologies that rapidly created a more dynamic video game consumer base,2 
(Mehra, Merkel, and Bishop 2004; Leung 2009) as well as the usage of in-game 
social networks (Meyer and Bray 2013). However, one very important addition to the 
field of video game research is the introduction of a critical approach towards the 
video game publishers and producers, as well as their relation with the consumers. 
Questions about exploited labour become apparent when discussions about 
enthusiasts in the video game community, are in fact part of the actual production of 
video game content. This is most evident in the modding and hacking-scene of the 
vibrant PC-gaming MMORPG 3  and RTS 4  community. (Arakji and Lang 2007) 
Hence, political economy has regained relevance in video game studies as it focuses 
on the contemporary relations between consumers, journalists, and publishers in terms 
of influential power. Thus, contemporary video game research is not only critical in 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 For a full disclosure of Web 2.0 mechanics, please refer to chapter (4.3)  - Web 2.0 and convergence 
culture. 
3 Massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) 
4 Real-time strategy game (RTS)	  
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its core, but also interdisciplinary. Video game research of today is most often 
concentrated towards three specific areas of inquiry: the study of games as a culture 
production, the study of the player and his or her role in the audience and the context 
between these two areas. (Mäyrä 2008: 2)  

Accordingly, our thesis becomes a part of the field of critical perspective. As 
previous research has shown us, video game is a cultural form of expression that 
legitimizes sociological research. Thus, these previous studies about gender, 
community, and identity show that games matter for opinion-making and culture 
production in our democratic society. As video game journalism is constantly 
developing and influencing the people, we want to know how economic and societal 
forces are influencing this field of media production. 
	  

3.2 Prior studies of video game journalism  
 
In contrast to other areas of academic investigation, there has not been very much 
actual research when it comes to video game journalism. This may seem 
contradictory as video game research in general seems to be very much a dynamic, 
fast paced, and active area of research. Even so, the field of video game research has 
for some time neglected video game journalism in studies of social science. The 
reasons behind this are probably the traditional relation between video game 
journalism and the video game publishers. Video game journalism has most often 
(and rightly so) been identified as a prolonged arm of the video game publishers 
marketing apparatus (Burton 2011) rather than true journalistic conduct of democracy 
and civic information. As such, video game journalism has traditionally fallen in the 
category of “brand journalism” (Bull 2013). Also, because the game industry is the 
principal advertisers for many game magazines, the job of a video game journalist 
today seems to be an unclear field of practice, where they must balance the line of 
loyalty of the audience, and the relationship with publishers that give out review 
material, as well as financial backing (Nieborg and Sihvonen 2009).  

However, with the introduction of Web 2.0 technologies, consumers themselves 
rejuvenated the role of video game journalism, as their usage of alternative media and 
their own video game coverage ironically also led to newfound interest in questions of 
journalistic professionalization. (“Digital Trends; ‘Players Only with Scott Steinberg’ 
Explores the Newest Chapter in Video Game Journalism” 2009) This new area of 
participatory culture has proven to have significant potential to impact traditional 
means of journalistic practice. (Vobič and Dahlgren 2013) This is because; the 
journalistic dilemma does not affect grass roots media producers in the same way as 
the journalists. It is true that some of the grass roots media producers also engage in 
funding operations with publishers, but the difference lies in the choice of 
engagement. Grass roots media producers can choose if they want to engage in 
business relations with publishers, while journalists seldom have this choice. 

Thus we have a clear motive to continue the development of studies of video game 
journalism, as well as being able to continue the contribution of new academic 
knowledge to this field. 	    
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4. Theoretical framework  
4.1 Communication power 
 
Manuel Castells is a sociologist and media researcher with focus on the information 
society, communication, and globalization. He argues that power is one of the most 
fundamental forces in society and that society is defined around different values and 
institutions. Consequently, what is valued and become institutionalized is in reality 
defined by power relations (Castells 2009: 10). Castells analyses the power relations 
between state, citizens, and different societal institutions. Even though the video game 
industry is just a part of society as a whole, Castells’ theoretical framework is still 
applicable to our case. As such, we are going to use Castells’ theoretical framework to 
explain how the institutions, such as the video game industry, imposes power 
relations to different actors in society. In our case, grass roots media producers and 
journalists. Key to Castells’ theoretical point of departure is his notion of power.  

 
“[…] Power is the relational capacity that enables a social actor to influence asymmetrically 
the decisions of other social actor(s) in ways that favour the empowered actors will” (Castells 
2009: 10). 
 

Castells argues that the concept of an actor varies from each different subject of 
action. For instance, an actor can be identified as an individual actor, collective actors, 
organisations or institutions and even entire networks.5 Also, when Castells describes 
power as relational capacity, he refers to power as a relation, and not a solid attribute. 
Thus, “power” cannot be withdrawn from the relation of empowerment between 
actors, but is rather a mutual relation of dependency between both parts. Also, power 
is asymmetrical as it balances authority within the power relation. In each power 
relation, there is always a greater degree of influence of one actor over the other. 
(Castells 2009: 11) Nevertheless, power is never absolute. Power relations always 
inherit the chance of resistance from the opposing actor. This is crucial for our case, 
as the relation between the video game industry and the journalists (and media 
producers) is indeed asymmetrical. When the balance between two opposing actors 
reaches the point were compliance and acceptance is lower than the forces of rejection 
and opposition, the relationship transforms and the actor who had the upper hand 
must use force to maintain the equilibrium (Castells 2009: 11). 

The process of stabilization is key in maintaining the level of legitimacy between 
state and actor, (Castells 2009: 12) and the balance of power is in its core a force of 
representative democracy. According to Castells, the state, or any executive force of 
power, should be careful not to intervene in affairs that are blatantly advantageous to 
them. Otherwise it may induce a legitimization crisis as the actor of executing power 
reveals itself as an in institution of dominance instead of representation and co-
optation (Castells 2009: 12). Again, we can trace this to our case, as publisher’s 
strong control of editorial content has lead to a lack in journalistic legitimacy. Thus, 
Castells’ power relation is consequentially always a power to do something against 
someone, or against the values and interest of another actor or institution. If one 
understands the balance of power in society as an ever-changing, uneven force of 
influence, one must also understand society as a complex network of contradictory 
structures, actors and, interests. Thus, society is not simply a community of unity, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5	  The concept of a network, or network society is a different theoretical concept by Castells that we are 
going to discuss furthers in chapter (4.2) The Network Society.	  
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coherence and, rational interests. Rather, society is multi-layered and operates on 
different forms and levels of social practice. (Castells 2009: 14) This explains the 
pluralistic nature of contemporary media production where everyone can contribute, 
often in contradicting ways. According to Castells the different levels of social 
practice that are (most often) in confrontation against each other are the economic 
power (production, consumption and exchange), the technological power, the 
environmental power, the cultural power, the political power, and lastly the military 
power. By understanding power as a relation of mutual dependence, we have a 
theoretical framework to understand the complex relations between the video game 
industry and the audience.  

The asymmetrical balance of power shows that publishers still impose governing 
mechanics over media producers that are trying to break out of this power relation. 
Castells’ power is not located in a particular social sphere or institution, but rather is 
distributed trough a vast and complex apparatus of human action and behaviour. This 
network is what Castells calls the “Network society”.	  
	  

4.2 The Network Society 
 
A central part of Castells’ argumentation of power comes from his theoretical 
discussion of what he refers to as the network society. According to Castells, each 
network constitutes a part of our society. Castells’ networks are systems of 
interconnected nodes, were each node is an actor. Each network consists of a central 
node, but each node is part of the network contributing with its own agenda and goals. 
For instance, different media producers or journalists are nodes in the network that is 
“video game coverage”. What constitute the goals of the network are the “programs” 
that Castell argue, are present within the network. These programs are spread out to 
all nodes and consequently is what constitute general meaning and function within the 
network (Castells 2009:19). Thus, a program becomes an unwritten “rule of conduct” 
or a conventional standard within the network. The importance of the nodes is not 
situated in its individual features, but rather the adaptation and its ability to contribute 
to the network’s goals and functions. However, individual nodes can become 
redundant, and it is here that the power relations come in. 

As a node becomes unnecessary for the fulfilment of the network’s goals, the 
network automatically changes its priorities and exclude unwanted nodes in order to 
maintain a strong and coherent network. As such, a node that cannot be contained 
within the network has the ability to reconfigure itself to match the conventional rules 
of node behaviour within the network, or face termination as a node cannot operate 
outside of a network. The network is the unit, not the node (Castells 2009: 20). This 
explains why the media climate within video game coverage may, at times, seem very 
homogenous, as different media producers and journalists constantly adapt 
themselves to fit into the networks rules of conduct, and goals to avoid exclusion. 
As the program defines the network, each node is valued by its performance. Each 
network consists of internal struggle and competition. If one would introduce a node 
with new functionality from the outside, new functional properties could be added to 
the networks program. However, the only way of introducing these new functions 
depends completely on the success of a new node becoming a dominant node in the 
network. (Castells 2009: 20) This is what constantly happens in contemporary video	  
game coverage. As soon as a media producer or journalist choose to oppose the 
program in the network by covering video games in unconventional terms, the actor 
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will be attacked by the pre-established norms that are programed by the network. 
Either they manage to change the programmed goals through persistence, or they are 
silenced.	  

Networks are complex structures of communication that are built up around a set 
of goals that simultaneously are supposed to ensure unity and common purpose. They 
are simultaneously self-sustained as well as a self-configurable apparatus. Castells’ 
Network Society becomes evident, as we understand that social actors, in fact, 
program the goals and operating procedures of the networks of society. Thus actors as 
nodes are constantly trying to operate within the realm of a network that is dictated by 
a certain framework of rules and goals.  

Because of this, we can trace how contemporary video game coverage, is in fact a 
result of historical and traditional standards in media coverage and production. It is 
true that the publishers dictate the ability to break out of conventional rules of conduct 
by neglecting review material and funding. But it is the actors, e.g. journalists and 
media producers, that continue to operate within these rules, and thus consequently, it 
is the actors themselves that reinforce the oppressive rules and goals of traditional 
media production, which obstruct creative freedom and labour recognition. 
	  

4.2.1 The Global Network Society and the creation of value 
 
As soon as a network is digital, it is also by default a global network. This is because 
the digitalisation of a network consequently has the possibility of transcending 
territorial and institutional boundaries through telecommunications and fibre optics.  
Castells has an obvious techno-determined form of reasoning. From his perspective, 
the introduction of new technology is one of the most vital aspects of our 
contemporary interdependent and globalised world market. (Castells 2010)(Castells 
2010: 175) Social structures, such as the global network society, are created from our 
own production and appropriation of what we believe is valued. According to 
Castells, what is valued is what the dominating institutions of our global society 
decide it is. (Castells 2009: 27) Castells argue that any kind of dominating social 
structure that is organised by social networks, with whatever hierarchy it may 
incorporate, will also become the rule in the entire grid of networks. If global 
capitalism shapes the world for instance, then the capitalistic profit making mechanics 
and materialisation of sellable products will be what is economically valued as 
revenue, and thus consequently valued by the world. (Castells 2009: 27)  

By understanding that Castells’ network society is a global process of 
interdependence, we can also understand that the present video game industry is a 
result of the global economy. Consequently, video game publishers are in turn 
operating under the rule of this dominating structure: economic revenue and net 
growth to share holders. The global network society is multidimensional and may 
have different logics of value making as well as agendas. Therefore, the network 
society is highly dependent of what the dominating network defines as value, as this 
perceived value might be radically different in other opposing networks. 
Consequently, whoever controls the creation of value, is correspondingly expressing 
power, and what seems to be valued in the network of video game coverage seems to 
be marketing, low labour costs and strong business relations.  
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4.2.2 Power and Counter Power in the Network Society 
 
Castells’ theoretical framework of power is divided in four different categories. The 
classification is sadly rather unfocused and need further explanation.  Firstly, Castells’ 
first differentiation is what he refers to as (1) networking power. This refers to the 
power that individual actors or organisations may have over other human collectives 
or individual that are not part of the network. In other words, the notion of networking 
power is the possible power of exclusion or inclusion that certain actors may have, by 
impeding other actors to join the network. This category also incorporates network 
gatekeeping theory as certain actors in networks demonstrate a key role in the 
inclusion process over others. (Castells 2009: 42) For instance, other actors or entire 
networks may exclude media producers with alternative agendas from the media 
scene. Editor in Chiefs, for instance, may impose networking power in this sense, but 
also community managers. 

The second category of power is what Castells refer to as (2) network power. In 
contrast to networking power, this differential is not about the power of exclusion 
from networks, but rather how actors within the networks imposes rules of conduct to 
others within the networks. Depending on the level of openness in the network, the 
rules may or may not become compelling for all nodes. But as soon as the rules are 
set, they become the rule of conduct for all nodes, thus making the communicative 
process possible. Hence, network power is the power of standardisation in the 
network over its components. (Castells 2009: 43) Again, this leads back to our 
discussion about programs in networks. The actors within the networks are those that 
authorize the code of conduct by practice. Alternative media production for instance, 
may not concede with the rest of the goals and agendas of the network.  

Castells’ third category of power in networks is what he refers to (3) networked 
power. Even though the name of classification has strong similarities to both 
“network power” and “networking power”, the notion of networked power to Castells, 
refers strictly to the relational capacity of an actor’s ability to impose an actor’s will 
over another actor within the network.  (Castells 2009: 44) In recollection to previous 
theoretical discussion in the previous chapter, Castells tries to explain this relation of 
power in context to whatever programmed goals each network is defined from. 
Drawing inspiration from the economical definition of a capitalistic society, Castells 
argues that in a capitalistic global network, the global financial market has the last 
word and that the IMF or rating financial agencies are the authoritative interpreters for 
ordinary actors. Castells wants us to understand that the notion of “networked power” 
is the most vital form in society of domination and determination that is the driving 
force of shaping people’s minds and surroundings regardless of their own will 
(Castells 2009: 45). As mentioned before, the relations between the global economy 
and the video game industry are very important. Castells’ networked power identifies 
the economic power relations that controls video game media production in the long 
run. Publishers may exert control over media producers, but the global economy 
dictates the agenda of the publishers. 

Castells’ final form of power is what he refers to as (4) network-making power. 
This is the most complex area of power as it is divided between two mechanisms of 
execution. One is the ability to constitute and program (or reprogram) in terms of 
goals and rules of conduct. The latter is the ability to connect and ensure cooperation 
within the networks by sharing common goals. Castells refers to the first holder of 
power as “programmers” and the other one as “switchers”. (Castells 2009: 45) Even	  
though these two actors possess influential power, Castells argues that these two 
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actors operate in relation to each other and are not subjective forms of power. Rather, 
Castells argues that the power holders are the networks themselves as a whole, and 
not just the programmers nor the switchers. Thus, as previously explained in the 
introduction chapter of the network society (see chapter 4.2), programmers are the 
actors that share cultural common traits as ideas, visions, projects and consequently 
generate the frames of the program. They set the agenda and goals and 
correspondingly are those that lay the foundations of what is to be considered as value 
in the networks. In our case, these are the media producers and the journalists.  

The switchers, on the other hand, are the connecting points between various 
strategic networks. They are not persons per se, but rather made by the complex 
relation between different individuals. These forces are what constitute the on-going 
collaboration within the networks, such as political networks or the media networks 
that produce or diffuse complex political discourses. Even religious networks or 
academic networks are to be identified as switchers. Thus, an individual politician is 
for instance not a switcher, but several politicians in a network are engaged in 
switching procedures. As such, the convoluted relation between programmers and 
switchers is, according to Castells, the paramount form of power in the network 
society as they hold the network-making power in our social structure. (Castells 2009: 
47) 

But as previously mentioned, all power does also have an opposing force of power: 
counter power. Castells identifies the process of power making from two perspectives. 
One is by identifying the power relation as a way of enforcing existing domination or 
seizing structural position of domination in the network. The other is by imposing 
processes that resists or rejects established domination on behalf of new challenging 
interests, values, and projects that are under-represented or opposed in the current 
network structure (Castells 2009: 47). According to Castells, the two structures of 
power are distinct, but they operate on the same logic of power. Resistance to power 
is in other words achieved through the same two mechanisms of power, programmers 
and switchers that constitute power in the network society. Thus, resistance to power 
that is programmed in the networks is carried out by the network itself. Castells refers 
to this dynamic relation of power as a central part of the network’s identity and is a 
key factor to the network society as it is both a relation of dominance and a relation of 
opposition and defence (Castells 2009: 49).  

The idea of counter-power becomes very interesting for our case, as it establishes a 
global industry motive: to maintain media control in contemporary video game 
coverage. For instance, actors whom impose critical media also impose media 
processes that reject established norms on behalf of new challenging interests and 
values. Thus, it makes sense that the video game industry in opposition continues to 
enforce existing domination and actively try to seize structural control of the network 
through economic dominance.  

Castells’ communication power theory establishes a logical motive of control from 
the video game industry through all media producers. We are going to continue this 
theoretical discussion by connecting another theoretical framework: Web 2.0 and 
convergence culture.	    
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4.3 Web 2.0 and Convergence Culture 
 
As grass roots media production constitutes such a large part of this thesis, it is 
important to establish on what grounds they operate and contribute to contemporary 
video game media. What motives do they have, and are these the producers that 
Castells talked about? Here we are going to introduce the theoretical discussion of 
Web 2.0 mechanics, the possibilities of civic engagement and democratic prospective 
online, as well as media convergence hypothesises (Jenkins 2008). 

Web 2.0 is not to be understood simply from a techno-deterministic point of view. 
The core theoretical discussion of Web 2.0 is about its ethos and approach to 
collaboration. (Gauntlett 2011: 5) According to Gauntlett, the main theoretical 
framework in Web 2.0 studies lies in the understanding of our subjective and 
collective transitions from an online playfield where we previously were audiences 
without any possibilities of participation or contribution, to a contemporary society 
where we are all part of a collective allotment.  

Thus the distinction between Web 1.0 and Web 2.0 lies in the subjective and 
collaborative possibility of influence and participatory contribution. For instance, the 
Internet audiences of the mid 1990’s simply “surfed the web”, without any 
possibilities of personal participation, absorbing data and knowledge from a “static” 
source of information. In comparison, contemporary Internet users of today constantly 
participate, edit, comment, and upload their own material online. Thus “surfing” has 
become a process of participation and contribution. The heart of Web 2.0 theory is the 
idea that online sites and services have become more powerful, as more people 
embrace the network and become collaborators themselves. (Gauntlett 2011: 6)  

This explains the sudden rise of social media during the mid 2000s, when blogs, 
social networks, online auction houses, and video sharing sites completely changed 
the way the audiences spent their time online, and consequently created the sudden 
grass roots media explosion. Additionally it was during this time when the grass roots 
media producers of video games media became a more popular part of video game 
coverage. According to sociologist David Gauntlett, this was the point when the 
audiences suddenly went from a “sit back and be told”-culture to a “making and 
doing”-culture. (Gauntlett 2011: 13) Even though Gauntlett argues that creative 
activities did not suddenly become a reality thanks to the introduction of the Internet, 
he does argue that the introduction of the Web 2.0 development certainly made it 
easier for the audience to share their creativity and subjective collaborations with 
others. Therefore, Web 2.0 is an approach to understand the web and how it harnesses 
the collective abilities of audiences within an online network. One vital question in 
Gauntletts theoretical discussion comes from his discussion of why people want to get 
involved in practices of collaboration online.  

 
“[…] People can survive without silly entertainment, flowers, gloves or songs, if they have to. 
But it is the fact that people have made a choice – to make something themselves rather than 
just consume what’s given by the big suppliers – that is significant” (Gauntlett 2011: 19). 
 

From this perspective, Gauntlett embraces the idea that Web 2.0 mechanics may be a 
complementary way of looking at issues in society, and that these alternative ways of 
participation may potentially lead to political shifts in society and the world. Thus, 
Gauntlett believes in the transition movement. Even though people may face 
challenges in the future, the common goal for a better tomorrow will always come 
through and achieve great new	  accomplishments for everyone (Gauntlett 2011: 20). 
Thus, Gauntlett’s reasoning can be analysed through the same idea as Castells’ 
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counter power. That is, media producers that will break free and cover alternative 
societal questions. In our case: video game coverage as critical media. Gauntlett is in 
many ways what some would consider a digital optimist. He has four main arguments 
of why Web 2.0 has become popular and encourages participation in greater extent 
than before.   

First of all, he argues that Web 2.0 services such as YouTube, Wordpress, and 
Flickr provide users with a new set of tools that facilitates their own individual 
publication of creative work online. Even though this was possible before the 
introduction of Web 2.0, these easy-to-use platforms have created a new creative 
culture online that gained popularity through the usage of these platforms.  

Secondly, he argues that these services besides being easy to use, most often are 
either cheap or free to use, thus, enabling any actor to participate.  

Thirdly, Gauntlett argues that by being part of large network, your own talent and 
creativity will become substantially easier to find by others, thus earning recognition 
from others in the network.  

And lastly, Gauntlett argues that the inherited mechanics of Web 2.0 opens new 
dynamic and communicative relations, as these mechanics encourages others to 
comment, respond and help build relations or collaborations between content creators. 
(Gauntlett 2011: 186) All of these reasons have probably been vital in the 
development of contemporary video game media.  

But even a digital optimist like Gauntlett cannot deny the obvious problems that 
also may occur in a collaborative environment such as the Web 2.0 landscape. One of 
these problems is the understanding of these (new) open platforms as forms of post-
modern exploited labour. As these social networking sites do not offer any unique 
content besides user generated material, the financial model for these sites are most 
often financed by selling advertisements in conjunction with creative content, e.g. 
YouTube ads before the playback of a video. However, Gauntlett argues that this 
point of perspective would impose that the actors were passive content creators, 
whom would feel “used” by these companies to earn revenue.  He argues that from a 
macro perspective this is a valid point of critique, but from an individual perspective, 
these content creators want to share their work for free. Thus, he implies that the 
adaptation of ads to individual content is something that individuals have accepted in 
accordance to the beneficial aspects of creative content upload. In other words, they 
benefit from this system.  

 
[…] The free labour that is “harvested” is happily and voluntarily given by users who want to 
share their individual work. They have no thought of “economic value” except, perhaps, for 
being glad that sharing their creative work online is not costing them money. So making them 
sound like slaves in a workhouse is a rhetorical device which doesn’t, I think, line up with most 
peoples own experience” (Gauntlett 2011: 188). 
 

Another aspect of the labour that Gauntlett does not agree on, is the idea that content 
creators are in actuality participating in Web 2.0 networks because it is their job, and 
thus, that they have to do it to earn a living. According to Gauntlett, media producers 
we see on YouTube are not “working”, and should not be considered as something 
people do to earn a living. (Gauntlett 2011: 189) This statement is clearly very out-
dated and it just shows how fast the media landscape shifts in just a matter of years. 
For a lot of YouTubers, video production is indeed their job. This became evident on 
December 2013, when Google imposed several copyright bots that automatically 
“flagged” and took down thousands of YouTube videos. This led to outcries from 
famous YouTubers, as their rhetoric was mutual: “we are losing our jobs.” 
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(“YouTube’s Copyright Crackdown: Everything You Need To Know” 2014) Clearly 
there can be an economic reason behind contemporary grass roots media producers as 
well, and this needs to be problematized. 

Also, Gauntlett discusses the notion of quality and original contribution online. In 
a collective sphere of creativity, there is always the possibility of subjective inflation, 
where individual voices are diluted or silenced in the name of collaboration. 
Examples such as Wikipedia are no problem, as information needs to be superficial 
and descriptive in an encyclopaedia. But, for everything that is supposed to be more 
artistic, creative, or expressive, the invitation of the whole world will consequently 
become a problem. (Gauntlett 2011: 198) Great works of art or scientific ideas are not 
generally produced by a collaboration of several individuals. Thus, Gauntlett argues 
that it is wise to support the claim that distinctive individual voices, even in the world 
of Web 2.0, may be more engaging than a combined source of ideas and attempts of 
influence. This claim is also verified in the discussion of individual stereotypes in 
social networks. Swedish video game critic and author Oskar Skog argued that there 
are so many people competing over public space online, that the only way of reaching 
out is by creating a stereotypical persona who people can relate to. In the video game 
community, this is usually referred to the “angry nerd”-stereotype. (Oskar Skog 2014) 
Interesting personas may be created for the sake of sensationalism and attention 
seeking, and this is a problem with grass roots media production.  

4.3.1 Convergence culture 
 
Other sociologists and media scholars have argued that Web 2.0 is actually migrating 
into a new convergence culture, where old and new media collide and where the 
grassroots and corporate media intersect into a completely new form of culture 
industry. In this relation, the power from media producers and the power of the media 
consumer will develop in unpredictable ways. This is Henry Jenkins convergence 
culture theory (Jenkins 2008: 2). The theoretical framework that is convergence 
culture involves the complex discussion from Web 2.0 technologies. Convergence is 
the flow of content between multiple media platforms, and the cooperation between 
multiple media industries and the media audiences or content creators. Thus, the 
process of convergence is a term to describe the merging technological, industrial, 
cultural forces, and social changes in society (Jenkins 2008: 3).  

This is important regarding our case; the idea of a merging grass roots media 
production and traditional media landscape explains the peculiar situation that 
contemporary journalism is at today. 

Like Gauntlett, Jenkins argues that the circulation of creative content across media 
systems relies strongly on the level of audience participation, and that convergence 
should not be analysed through the eyes of techno-determinism, but as a process of 
cultural shift in society, where consumers are encouraged to seek information 
communicate and create their own media content (Gauntlett 2011; Jenkins 2008: 3). 
Jenkins is a bit more sceptical than Gauntlett, but shares a lot of the same perception 
when it comes to the new DIY media culture. For instance, Jenkins argues that 
participatory culture clearly contrasts older notions of passive media consumption 
and spectatorship.  

 
”Rather than talking about media producers and consumers as occupying separate roles, we 
might now see them as participants who interact with each other according to a new set of rules 
that none of us fully understand” (Jenkins 2008: 3). 
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Thus, Jenkins implies that contemporary media consumption has indeed become a 
collective process. A central role of convergence culture lies in understanding that 
convergence does not only involve commercially produced goods and services. 
Rather, convergence occurs when people take media in their own hands. According to 
Jenkins, not only entertainment flows through our media channels, but also our lives, 
social relations, memories, fantasies, and also desires. Jenkins point out that when 
people take media into their own hands, it can be as beneficial to society as it can be 
problematic. 

Again, this is relatable to grass roots media production and the downsides that 
Gauntlett were mentioning with diluted subjective voices. Cultural shifts, legal 
battles, and economic consolidations are all part of the media convergence process in 
contemporary society. How these transitions and relations unfold is what will 
determine the balance of power in media in the foreseeable future.  

Also, Jenkins identifies some contradicting trends in society, in relation to the 
convergence of media. For instance, the new Web 2.0 technologies online have 
lowered the production and distribution costs and expanded the range of available 
channels, thus enabling consumers of media commodities to annotate, appropriate, 
and recirculate media content in new powerful ways that were not possible before. 
However, at the same time we are seeing an alarming concentration of ownership of 
mainstream commercial media in enormous media conglomerates, e.g. Rupert 
Murdoch’s News Corporation. Thus, Jenkins argues that convergence is both a top 
down corporate driven process, and at the same time corporate convergence coexists 
with grassroots convergence. 

 
“Media companies are learning how to accelerate the flows of media content across delivery 
channels to expand revenue opportunities, broaden markets, and reinforce viewer 
commitments” (Jenkins 2008: 18). 
 

Jenkins implies that the process of convergence is in fact forcing media companies to 
rethink old assumptions about what it means to constitute media. This is relatable to 
both Castells’ value discussions and agenda programming idea in networks. But most 
importantly, this explains why media institutions and companies have been starting to 
adapt the same models of media production from grassroots fan communities, and 
reinvent themselves for an era of media convergence and collective intelligence. 
(Jenkins 2008: 22)  

Seen from this perspective, we can understand that the global economic structure 
that dictates the goals of Castells networks, also consequently explains this newly 
found corporate interest to grass roots media production, e.g. why video game sites 
such as Viacom owned Gametrailers recently began with shows that embrace the 
same form of video production that previously was prominent in grass roots media. 
Original shows on Gametrailers like “The Final Bosman” are most likely inspired 
from the video blogging culture found on YouTube and other video sites. With both 
Castells’ communication power theories, as well as Gauntlett’s and Jenkins’ Web 2.0 
discussions, we have a theoretical framework that is applicable to both the video 
game industry, as well as grass roots media producers. But what about journalists? 
How may journalistic practice make a difference in this media landscape of media 
convergence, power structures, and global economy? That is what we are going to 
investigate in our final part of this theoretical discussion. 
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4.4 Alternative media 
 
In connection with the previous theoretical discussion, we are going to introduce 
another set of theoretical tools to our research, namely the theory of alternative media. 
One of the scholars that have elaborated in the field of alternative media is social 
media professor Christian Fuchs. His aim was to pay greater attention to the field of 
alternative media in contemporary academia by defining the terminology of what 
alternative media is, as well as introducing the concept of alternative media as critical 
media theory (Fuchs 2010). Fuchs discussion of alternative media is interesting as it 
takes departure from previous vague and most often anarchic definitions. Instead, 
Fuchs, in similarity to Castells approaches the topic of inquiry from a realistic, more 
Marxists theory perspective, arguing that the role of alternative media is not to be 
considered as alternative media practices, but also as a critical media channel that 
questions dominative structures in society (Fuchs 2010: 174). In relation to Castells, 
Fuchs also borrows theoretical social theory from sociologists Anthony Giddens, as 
Fuchs applies Giddens’ framework of subjective and objective structures in society to 
create a framework of media theories.  

According to Fuchs, objective media refers to the actors in society that produce and 
consume media. Examples are journalists or media audiences. On the other hand, 
subjective media refers to the more durable and tangible forms of media, such as 
media institutions, rules, values and norms that shape the media, as well as the 
economical and ideological foundations of media production (Fuchs 2010: 174). Just 
as Castells use Giddens’ theory of structuration to explain the dynamic structure of 
power between the different levels of practice and institutions, Fuchs reaches the 
same conclusion as he explains that media structures and media practices are in 
actuality dialectically connected, resulting in a system of co-creation and mutual 
dependency. This system is reproduced trough a complex dialectic relationship 
between media subjects (human actors that produce and consume media) and media 
objects (the media structures themselves) (Fuchs 2010: 174). Again, the complex 
relation between the video game publishers and the media producers is evident. 

Fuchs also shares similarities with Castells perception of value, or more 
specifically the creation of value in Castells network society. According to Fuchs, the 
production of media commodities is only possible within the process of reception and 
distribution. If reception reduces, the need for production diminishes. Thus, reception 
itself becomes a production of meaning, very much like Castells argues that value is 
created within the networks. (Fuchs 2010; Castells 2009) Meaning is determined by 
the social context of the production. Fuchs is keen to address previous approaches to 
the field of alternative media, explaining that prior theories often had problematic 
methodological or empirical typologies in different kind of ways.  According to 
Fuchs, previous attempts of theory construction, such as Bailey, Cammaert and 
Carpentier’s theory of alternative media (Bailey and Carpentier 2008), were often too 
arbitrary, often missing an underlying that is usually grounded in and justified by 
social theory. (Fuchs 2010: 175) Instead of following prior categorization, Fuchs 
defines his own theoretical approach.	    
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4.4.1 Alternative media as Critical media 
 

“Alternative media are mass media that challenge the dominant capitalist forms of media 
production, media structures, content, distribution and reception” (Fuchs 2010: 176).  

 
Fuchs identifies the fields of traditional media production and critical media 
production in table 1. By creating a division between capitalist mass media and 
alternative media, we can apply the theoretical discussion to several areas of media 
production and divisions of labour within the media, as well as the video game 
industry. (Hesmondhalgh 2013) 
 
Table 1. (Fuchs 2010: 176) 
Dimension Capitalist mass media Alternative media 
Journalistic Production Elite Journalism Citizens’ journalism 
Media Product Structures Ideological form and content Critical Form and content 
Organisational Media 
Structures 

Hierarchical media 
organisations 

Grassroots media organisations 

Distribution structures Marketing and public relations Alternative distribution 
Reception practices Manipulative reception Critical reception 
 
The central aspects of Fuchs’ alternative media approach are the journalists and their 
practices, recipients and their practices, media product structures, media 
organisational structures, and media distribution structures.  

The first alternative media category is the journalistic production process. Fuchs 
differentiates between elite journalism and citizens journalism. The first classification 
refers to all kinds of journalistic production that is found in professional wage-labour. 
This form of journalism is organised by professional corporate structures, which 
impedes political and economical pressure towards editors and other staff members. 
Thus, elite journalism is a production arena that incorporates power processes, as well 
as the accumulation of journalistic status. In contrast, citizens’ journalism is the 
journalistic field of independent writers whom are in traditional terms free of 
corporate and political influence, thus challenging the traditional media production 
model. Especially the notion of creative autonomy is important to remember, as it is 
very important to our case. (Fuchs 2010: 178) Fuchs argues that from this perspective, 
technically anyone can become a journalist as anyone can become an author without 
specific training or expertise. Citizens’ journalism is also completely citizen-
controlled as any citizen can participate. Most commonly, concerned individuals or 
groups that have been affected by certain problems become journalist of this type or 
category, and thus becomes a logical part of the civic protest movements. Fuchs 
claims that these kinds of media consumers often also become producers themselves, 
thus activating the media audiences to engage in citizen’s journalism. (Fuchs 2010: 
178) The difference between video game journalists and video game enthusiasts and 
critics becomes very clear here, where one is controlled by conventional rules of 
practice, and the other part is free in it’s creative ambitions. 

In terms of content and form of traditional media, Fuchs argues that content and 
form in traditional media is always ideological. Content is always evaluated through 
the imbedded value apparatus that actively monitors what is considered popular and 
sellable. This drive for profit is problematic, as it can jeopardise the overall quality of 
the media product. In worst-case scenarios, media content may lack quality, 
complexity and sophistication. Especially lack of sophistication is given particular 
attention by Fuchs as he associates it with what he refers to as “yellow journalism”, a 
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term that describes journalism that simplify reality, is emotional and focus on 
subjective examples and sensationalism. (Fuchs 2010: 179) The media production 
structure content takes an ideological form as the reporting of news, and stories that 
are considered more important, may be highlighted over other societal information 
that may be more valuable for society at large.  

In our case, this content and form becomes evident, as traditional games coverage 
is more interested in covering video games as products, rather than subjective 
experiences. If one is to compare media structures to critical media, critical content 
and form is considered to be more valuable than ideological and profitable motives. 
Critical media incorporates alternative oppositional content to dominant and often 
repressive homogeneous perspectives. By opposing norms, critical media tries to 
express a counter force against the rule of capital, patriarchy, racism, sexism, 
nationalism, and other areas. Thus, critical media is an expression of oppositional 
standpoints that question all forms of heteronomy and domination. Fuchs claims that 
it is through the form of critical media that the voices of the excluded, the oppressed 
and the dominated citizens through this channel of counter information and counter 
hegemony (Fuchs 2010: 179). By giving voices to the voiceless, Fuchs argues that 
citizens are able to transcend the censoring and filtering of corporate information 
monopolies, thus creating diversity in information and communication. Thus, critical 
media seems to be in a position were they could cover alternative societal questions, 
something that is not significantly present in contemporary video game media. 

The third category of traditional and critical media can be found in the 
organisational structures themselves. Sharing several similarities to the discussion of 
content and form of media, the media structures themselves that operate in the area of 
traditional media are, by the most part, hierarchical capitalistic media corporations 
that aim primarily to make profit and revenue. Selling media commodities to 
audiences or advertisers is the most common method of funding these organisations. 
Also, as the structure is generally a private hierarchical organisation, there are clearly 
defined owners with different levels of decision-making power within the 
organisation, who consequently also create a division of labour with less influential 
possibilities (Fuchs 2010: 179). In comparison to grassroots media organizations, 
there is often a collective ownership of the organisation, as well as a more balanced 
and democratic sense of decision-making. As the organisation is more flat and less 
hierarchical, the grass roots organisation has a more symmetric power distribution and 
no private owner. Rather the organisations are economically self-managed, with 
overlapping divisions of labour between authors, designers, publishers, and 
distributors.  Also, the focus on non-commercial media is seldom financed by 
advertisers in the same way as traditional media, and is in comparison funded by 
donations, public funding or even private resources by the journalists themselves. 
(Fuchs 2010: 179) 

The role of marketing in particular, is a vital part of the distribution in traditional 
media. The use of marketing divisions and public relations departments are imbedded 
in the traditional media organisation. The use of high-tech distribution is combined 
with marketing specialists, sales departments, advertisers, and distribution 
contracting. However, even though alternative media does not have the same level of 
marketing apparatus, alternative media still use similar distribution mechanics as they 
allow for a cheap and easy reproduction of media commodities. By clever usage of 
Web 2.0 mechanics, alternative media has gained popularity as they most often 
operate from an anti-copyright strategy. Thus, alternative media is often easily spread	  
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online, free to be accessed by anyone and even copied or changed in open ways 
(Fuchs 2010: 179).  

Lastly, Fuchs lays out the differences between alternative media and traditional 
media on the level of audience reception. The most obvious distinction can be drawn 
as a manipulative reception or a critical reception. According to Fuchs, interpretation 
of media content is fundamental as it causes subjective insight to question certain 
forms of order and domination to society. The level of impact when it comes to 
content interpretation, may lead to the development of new ideas and alternative 
models of understanding that may or may not lead to co-operation and potentially 
transformative actions against social struggles. Fuchs is determined that objective 
judgement and co-operation is the true form of human will and existence (Fuchs 
2007). Media reception that is characterised as manipulation is in contrast a form of 
reception where the audience interpret media content in ways that does not oppose nor 
question domination in society. Rather they legitimize, spread or leave dominative or 
heterogeneous media structures. This becomes evident, as we reflect upon 
contemporary, mainstream media content and its levels of sensationalism and 
tabloidization. (Fuchs 2010: 180)  

According to Fuchs, the ideal case in contemporary society would be a scenario 
where all of the alternative media practices are imbedded in everyday media 
production. The ideal journalistic field, would thus change shape and form and 
become a field of practice where all citizens have the time, required skills and 
resources to act as critical journalists and as new critical audiences that constitute a 
new public sphere. This new public sphere would therefore take actions and 
influences from participatory grassroots processes. His conclusion is that the 
distinction between traditional media and alternative media becomes obsolete and 
redundant. Instead alternative media would become the dominant form of media 
production. To make this a reality, media audiences must implement new forms of 
participatory democracy, participatory journalism6 and co-operative society (Fuchs 
2010: 180). This would mean that the media producers that cover games today need to 
break free from normative patterns and engage in critical practice in greater extent 
than today. 

Even so, Fuchs is by no means naïve as he argues that the idealistic conjunction 
between traditional and alternative media above is, in fact, an ideal case. According to 
him, the capitalistic structure of society impedes the achievement of these alternative 
forms of production and media practices. There are problems with alternative media 
as well. One of them is the obvious fact that self-managed media is neither unitarily 
positive nor democratic, and can become a highly repressive form of content and 
production (e.g. nationalistic right wing media). Additionally, Fuchs does not take a 
dogmatic approach in his reasoning when it comes to appointing focus to content and 
form of media, rather than the processes of media practices and politics. He 
acknowledge that media processes may be important, but one should not idealize the 
limited possibilities and constraints that such a point of view would impose on 
alternative media practices (Fuchs 2010: 180). From this perspective, Fuchs 
discussion of what kind of role alternative media should embrace, should not only 
cover the process and actions of alternative media, but also put more stress on critical 
content that formulates an alternative vision of media production that goes beyond the 
rules of capitalism. This also goes in line with Nick Dyer-Witheford and Grieg de	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6	  The	  notion	  and	  concept	  of	  participatory	  journalism,	  is	  something	  we	  will	  discuss	  in	  further	  
depth	  in	  chapter	  (4.4.2)	  -‐	  Participatory	  journalism	  
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Pauter’s discussion of cognitive capitalism, where a need to counter capitalistic norms 
should be in focus on all levels within the cultural industry (Dyer-Witheford 2009). 
By introducing alternative media as a concept of critical media. Fuchs tries to argue 
that alternative media productions have the possibility to change and question 
dominative forms of media coverage, express oppositional standpoints of oppressed 
and dominated groups in society, and argues for a more co-operative media climate in 
our contemporary society between media producers.	  	  
	  

4.4.2 Participatory journalism 
 
In a similar fashion as Fuchs, social scientists Igor Vobič and Peter Dahlgren argue 
that we need to start to reconsider what civic and participatory journalism is in 
contemporary society, or as they refer to it, the Internet Age. (Vobič and Dahlgren 
2013: 173) Vobič argue that contemporary schools of journalism have already started 
to incorporate the same technological tools that are present in alternative journalism 
and grassroots organizations. Courses in online journalism and social media, as well 
as journalism scholars themselves, study these new forms of audience participation 
and media production (Vobič and Dahlgren 2013: 173).  

According to Vobič, the relationship between traditional journalists and what 
Fuchs refers to as the audience has already started to change rapidly, where members 
of the audience now have started to operate as co-producers to traditional journalists 
in a greater extent (Vobič and Dahlgren 2013: 173). While prior attempts to classify 
citizen-oriented journalism and media production have been somewhat fruitful, the 
notion of participatory journalism has become the consolidated term for 
conceptualizing all of the non-professional activities of journalistic conduct that 
captures the notion of a collaborative audience and collective action. Vobič implies 
that this new relation of media production needs to be re-evaluated from its 
conceptual state, and understood accordingly to present the recurring discourses of 
journalistic theory. Vobič implies that that we as media scientists cannot simply begin 
our theoretical discussion regarding participatory journalism from the starting point of 
the “digital revolution” that was the introduction of Web. 2.0 technologies.7 Rather, 
we need to understand both the conceptual and practical problems that were already 
present within the field of traditional journalism and journalistic conduct. According 
to Vobič, journalism has been, and still is, in crisis, as journalism is in itself highly 
associated with the contemporary democratic and political climate of our societal 
structures (Vobič and Dahlgren 2013).  

Journalism, have during the last two decades, been more and more subjected to the 
discussion of crisis discourses. This is because journalism and traditional media 
institutions are identified as part of the societal problems as they fail with their core 
objective: to link people to their surrounding and public life (Vobič and Dahlgren 
2013: 11). In similarity to how Fuchs tries to conceptualize the problems of content 
and form in media production between traditional and alternative media, Vobič 
applies Bourdieu’s term of framing and isolating to explain the phenomenon of 
pointing all your attention and focus of very specific topics and problems in society 
(Benson and Neveu 2005; Vobič and Dahlgren 2013: 12). Vobič argues that we are in 
a situation where traditional journalism is facing a crisis that is more and more 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7	  The introduction of Web 2.0 technologies, as well as the notion of digital optimism is discussed in 
depth in chapter (4.3) – Web 2.0 and Convergence Culture.	  
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evident, e.g. elite press that is shutting down due to lack of revenue, or independent 
journalism that is eroding and becoming more and more absorbed by commercial 
interests. Just as Fuchs argued about “yellow journalism”, Vobič reaches the same 
conclusion as he identifies an industry interest to move further towards shorter, more 
sensational pieces of news, as newspapers are leaning more towards celebrity gossip 
and lifestyle features (Fuchs 2010; Vobič and Dahlgren 2013).  

With the new possibilities of Web 2.0, we can understand the citizens moving 
away from mass mediated journalism to create their own news. When YouTube 
launched in 2005 by PayPal founders, Chad Hurley, Steve Chen, and Jawed Karim, 
their initial slogan was; “YouTube; Broadcast yourself” (Cloud 2014) 9 years later, 
we can conclude that broadcasting the individual, was  exactly what people did, and 
continued to do for a long time.  

Thus, contemporary journalism suffers from an anarchic field of practice. Vobič 
explains that while earlier journalists were safeguarded by the commercial logics of 
traditional journalistic procedure, traditional journalists had somewhat of monopoly 
on editorial accountability, and journalistic ethics. However, contemporary journalism 
has become a field of practice, where the foundations of explicit values and identity is 
actively being undercut and mixed with other forms of media activities, such as 
advertising, public relations, the entertainment industry and marketing. (Vobič and 
Dahlgren 2013: 13) This is very apparent in both historical and present video game 
media.  

Vobič explains that scholars have identified two factors behind the sudden rise in 
of participatory journalism practices. The first one is the audience’s own enthusiasm 
towards new democratic opportunities. The second is because of the disappointment 
of professional journalism and news passivity. Participatory media is not just a 
concept of journalistic procedure that should be characterized as journalism that goes 
beyond neither “traditional” nor “mainstream” media, argues Vobič. Rather, 
participatory journalism should be used as: 

 
“[…] A general rubric to refer to all forms of non-professional activities in journalism 
provision that capture the ideas of collaborative and collective - not simply parallel – action” 
(Vobič and Dahlgren 2013: 14).  

 
Vobič break down the concept of participatory journalism by dividing it to 6 
individual levels of practice.   

Firstly, (1) Citizen-assisted journalism is what Vobič refers to as all journalistic 
practices where citizens contribute news material to already established news 
organizations. Secondly, (2) community and grassroots journalism is used to identify 
all forms of non-personal citizen initiatives, and all journalistic practices, that are 
developed from a “bottom up” perspective. Most often, enthusiasts on various online 
platforms operate on an open, non-hierarchical level of practice with the idea of a 
more cohesive and democratic community. Vobič’s third journalistic area of practice 
is (3) advocacy journalism, which shares a lot of similarities with the practices of 
grassroots journalism. Advocacy journalism is a form of journalistic practice that is 
pursued by interest groups to promote a particular cause. Vobič argues that one is not 
suppose to identify this journalistic approach as biased coverage, but rather as a form 
of democratic contribution rather than constitutional liberalism. (Vobič and Dahlgren 
2013: 15) The fourth distinction that Vobič uses is (4) activist journalism, a form of 
journalistic conduct that focuses on progressive movement-oriented news and social 
movements that focus on specific issues. The fifth distinction comes from (5) 
alternative journalism, where there are strong differences. Vobič argues that 
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alternative journalism depict full-blown news organizations, that have a strong 
anchoring in professional forms. The difference to traditional media however, is that 
alternative journalism position themselves in opposition to prevailing political and 
economical hegemonies (Vobič and Dahlgren 2013: 16). Lastly, Vobič draws a 
distinction to (6) citizen’s journalism. When it comes to this categorization of 
journalistic conduct, Vobič implies that citizen’s journalism is basically what is left, 
classifying all of the micro-blogs and other voices in social media who offer news, 
commentaries, or opinions. Facebook and Twitter are pointed out as broad and 
“lightweight” interactions around news that enable citizens to maintain a mental 
model of news and events that surround them (Vobič and Dahlgren 2013: 16).  

Vobič’s different categorisations of participatory journalism are important, as the 
situation of online journalism can be difficult to grasp in its totality. As more and 
more journalists are using social media platforms to share and generate opinion 
spread and media interpretation, the field of professional journalism is becoming 
more multiplied, collaborative, diverse, and instant as never before. However, it is 
important to remember that there are no indications that the movement of 
participatory journalism is contributing with new journalistic material, but rather 
operate in a symbiosis with the old and the new. (Vobič and Dahlgren 2013: 17)  

Even so, the definitional boundaries of journalism has become more vague, as 
mainstream journalism is currently in a state of undistinguishable professional 
identity due to the increased levels of contemporary infotainment, and opinion 
journalism, e.g. public relation announcements disguised as news. When the 
boundaries of journalism become too vague and unclear, the norms of practice and the 
criteria for critical evaluation becomes harder to grasp, and journalistic ethics in 
relation to accuracy, accountability, and transparency in media productions becomes 
obsolete.  

Vobič uses the two modes of distinction when it comes to journalism by Daniel 
Hallin, where we can distinguish high-modernist journalism and late-modernism 
journalism (Hallin 1992). These two modes coexist with each other. On one hand, 
Vobič argues that we can see journalism as a result of the origins of the mass media. 
The idea is that journalistic practices embrace liberal ideas of democracy and 
citizenship. In this high modernist setting, journalism lays claim on an accurate and 
fair rendering of society through independent telling and reporting, which are external 
to the traditional and hegemonic institutions of journalism. (Vobič and Dahlgren 
2013: 18) Even though the role of the audience as media consumers is strictly 
identified as spectators, journalism in this mode of practice tends to appear as an 
integrative force trough accurate and just reporting, often adopting a distinction 
between facts and emotionality.  

In contrast, the mode of late-modernist journalism emerges from the outset of new 
interactive media. Here, authentic and direct journalism is in focus, encouraging civic 
participation, networking and influential potential. Thus, the notion of journalistic 
objectivity is ignored in favour of multiple voices and complex relations among social 
actors in society. (Vobič and Dahlgren 2013: 19) 

Thus, non-professional actors that engage in journalistic practices and media 
production are keener to identify themselves as the embodiment of the democratic 
participation in society, and letting the multitude that is society to be the objective 
safe guards of contemporary journalism. However, it is still impossible to ignore the 
inherited norm of journalistic conduct and ethics, even if these differences may be 
less tangible and more vague than before. As Vobič himself points out, one of the 
cornerstones of traditional journalism has been its commitment to the reporting of 
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truth, but as we all already know in this day and age, what is considered truth is 
highly subjective.  (Vobič and Dahlgren 2013: 19) 

According to Vobič, the future of journalistic legitimacy lies in the discussion of 
truth in journalism. Journalistic legitimacy is grounded on the normative democratic 
self-descriptions of the profession. (Carlson 2014). The idea of legitimacy is highly 
associated with the mediated coverage of democratically justified social actions, 
decisions of certain social groups, organisations, and individuals in society. Thus, to 
engage in journalistic practice, one should foster democratic ends and needs.  
 

“Journalism is printing what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public 
relations” (Orwell 2014).  

 
From this perspective, video game journalism had little legitimacy to begin with, as 
journalists no longer holds sole authority of “telling people what they need to know” 
(Tong 2014). Thus, one conceptual starting point for the future development of 
journalism and issues surrounding legitimacy, would be to acknowledge the idea that, 
what is considered as ”truth” may be subjective. As Vobič argues,  

 
“[…] Journalism’s professional tradition, while the commitment to the truth remains crucial, 
this stance will not alleviate it from having to deal with the plural nature of social reality, by 
taking into account the multiplicity of valid frames of perception in the world today.” (Vobič 
and Dahlgren 2013: 20)  
 

Thus, even though the movement of participatory journalism is democratically 
healthy, and these new forms of journalistic conduct are getting stronger, we must still 
balance this with a more traditional point of view. While acknowledging various 
realities, it still safeguards the quest of truth trough journalistic accuracy, 
accountability and impartibility. Vobič concludes, that these levels of practice are 
valuable to both participatory journalism and professional journalism. Even though 
neither of these levels of practice can single-handily supply easy solutions for 
contemporary journalism, they can still help us define problems and clarify alternative 
approaches of practice.	  	   	  
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4.5 Concluding theoretical discussion 
 
Throughout our empirical discussion, we have covered several different theories, 
from Castells’ communication power theory, Gauntlett and Jenkins’ Web 2.0 and 
convergence culture, to Fuchs and Vobič’s critical media and participatory journalism 
theory. These theories embody a key feature: the advantage of being applied in an 
interdisciplinary fashion. The theoretical frameworks presented in previous chapters 
are not to be understood as stand-alone theories, but rather complementary to each 
other. By starting our theoretical discussion with Castells communication power 
theory, we gained an important tool to understand how the different economical 
structures of the video game industry can be understood. By understanding that the 
global economy dictates the rules of the video game industry, and consequently the 
publishers, we also have a clear industry motive. This explains why publishers chose 
to operate trough these conventional rules and maintain a beneficial status-quo 
situation.  

By combining Fuchs’ critical media practices and Castells discussion about power 
in the network society, we can identify a plausible relation between the idea of miss-
use of power, and counter power that is established trough the opposition found in 
alternative media. Both Fuchs’ and Vobič’s discussions of critical media, as a force of 
democratic encouragement, are very interesting as they both argue that alternative and 
participatory media producers can oppose conventional rules and illustrate alternative 
mediation of opinions. All of the theories discussed throughout this chapter, point out 
the vital role of participation. The creation of critical media does not need complete 
participation from every media producer, but it seems that by mobilising a consistent 
common voice, user participation may be able to reconfigure the agendas of Castells 
network society.  

Also, the theoretical discussion of Vobič and Fuchs become even more relevant as 
we understand the contemporary situation of journalism. By connecting Castells 
network society to journalistic practice we can argue that the global economy has 
consequently neglected journalistic practice to the point of lack in audience 
legitimacy. This could explain the sudden rise in grass roots media production during 
the midpoint of the last decade, where entertainment might not have been the sole 
reason for participation, but also because of traditional medias complete failure of 
covering alternative societal structures.  

From this perspective, it seems like journalistic coverage is in its present critical 
position because of the networks goals to maintain an uncritical and unprofessional 
form of media practices online. Thus the shift from alternative media practices to 
critical media should, at least in theory, also be dependent on the level of 
professionalism a media producer has. There should be a relation, between the level 
of creative and critical freedom and how professional you are as a media producer. 
The economic relations within Castells networks, as well as the relation between 
media producers and publishers, explain this. So in theory, these media producers 
should be able to engage in a more critical and creative perspective than traditional 
journalists or professional media producers.  

This study is about the understanding of how media producers experience and 
identify their own contribution to the field of video game coverage, be it from a 
professional point of view, or strictly from an enthusiastic perspective, how they 
understand the process of video game coverage, and in what way they see the medium 
develop in a foreseeable future.  
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5. Purpose, aim and research questions 
5.1 Metricalisation of research question 
 

This thesis aspires to give new insight to the field of video game journalism. How is 
the grass roots media movement developing the media climate and are there any 
constructive benefits? Grounded in our empirical background and theoretical 
discussion, the idea of grass roots media as a hypothetical opposing actor becomes 
clear. By opposing pre-established norms and conventions in game coverage, these 
media producers could hypothetically encourage a new alternative and more critical 
media landscape in game coverage. Thus, our main research question is, 
 

Ø Question #1. Can grass roots media be more critical than traditional video 
game journalism in terms of industry coverage and critique? 

 
Additionally, Vobič discussed the issue of lacking legitimacy in regards to 
contemporary journalism. As such our subsidiary research question is as follows, 
 

Ø Subsidiary question #1. In our contemporary society, where grass roots 
media practitioners and industry veterans coexist, who is a video game 
journalist?  

 
And lastly, also grounded from our theoretical discussion about journalistic 
legitimacy, participatory journalism and critical media.  
 

Ø Subsidiary question #2. How does grass roots media influence video game 
journalism in terms of journalistic legitimacy in contemporary video game 
coverage? 
 

5.1.2 Terminological explanation 
 
Critical approach / critical media: As mentioned in our theoretical discussion, 
critical media refers to the process of opposition towards pre-established norms in 
contemporary media coverage. Following Fuchs’ and Vobič’s discussion of 
alternative media, we understand the concept of critical media as a method of 
practice, to constructively enhance the scope of conventional media coverage, as well 
as present alternative issues that are neglected in traditional media (Fuchs 2010: 176).  
 
Journalistic legitimacy: Also mentioned in our theoretical discussion, journalistic 
legitimacy is grounded on the normative democratic self-descriptions of the 
profession. 8 (Carlson 2014). The idea of legitimacy is highly associated with the 
mediated coverage of democratically justified social actions, decisions of certain 
social groups, organisations, and individuals in society. Thus, to engage in journalistic 
practice, one should foster democratic ends and needs.	  	   	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8	  For the entire theoretical discussion of journalistic legitimacy, please refer to chapter (4.4.2) – 
Participatory journalism	  
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6. Methodology and outline of empirical work 
 
We will now proceed to the methodological part of this thesis. As one might already 
assume, this area of research has been very briefly touched upon in academia. Even 
though research of the video game industry in political and economical terms has seen 
a rise in popularity during the last decade, comprehensive academic research within 
the field of the video game industry and video game journalism is largely 
marginalised. This is especially evident in comparison to other popular culture fields, 
such as the film studies, as well as television and music industry studies. The reasons 
for this varies, but more often than not, academic research within the field of video 
games is made troublesome by the lack of interest from the video game companies to 
engage in mutual beneficiary cooperation with researchers. Thus, the field of video 
game journalism is a rather unexplored field of inquiry. There are a lot of 
assumptions, not least from the community members and video game enthusiasts 
themselves. So to be able to gain some kind of empirical data, we need to understand 
a few key aspects behind this thesis. 

Firstly, as with many other in-depth studies in social sciences, a strictly 
quantitative approach to this study would prove to be impossible. The empirical data 
that we need to analyse would be too superficial and insufficient for an in-depth study 
of this magnitude. We need in-depth empirical data that we can analyse in great detail 
to find common themes that correspond to our hypothesis and prior empirical 
assumptions. For this reason, this study is to be classified as a qualitative study. It is 
possible that we will impose some kind of quantitative data, but this will only be 
supplementary data.  

Secondly, we need to understand that research in the field of video games and 
video game journalism is by default a field of study were relatively little academic 
research has been conducted.9 Academic research in the field of the video game 
medium have matured from the early behavioural studies and violence debates of the 
1970s, to post-modern celebratory studies of the early 2000s. However, there are still 
large gaps in academia where video game-oriented studies more often than not ignore 
political and economic contexts of the industry and its practitioners (Dyer-Witheford 
2009: 26). Video game research tends to skip issues of labour conditions and coherent 
information age-jobs discussions, thus failing to raise important questions about our 
societal and industrial structure that is the video game industry. Thus, this study 
regarding grass roots media producers and contemporary video game journalism will 
attempt to be a critical political and economical study of the medium and the industry, 
and not just another condemnatory or celebratory study of the video game medium 
itself. We are past that. What we need to do is to move beyond description and 
discover what motivates the audience to take action. We already know that they 
choose to participate (Gauntlett 2011: 19); now we need to understand why they do it, 
and what their motives are for continuing in a field of media production, where 
unpaid labour and economic industry interests are obvious.  

To be able to conduct this study, one thing is for certain: we need a theory that is 
able to explain or understand the process of grass roots media, video game journalism, 
and the video game industry.  Sadly, as one can imagine, there are few of those 
theories. Sociologists and social scientists that we have discussed earlier in the theory 
section of this thesis, such as Castells, Gauntlett, Jenkins, Fuchs and Vobič, all have 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9	  For a full discourse regarding the lack of studies in video game journalism please read chapter (3.2) - 
Prior studies of video game journalism.	  
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coherent and well-developed theoretical frameworks. The problem is that none one of 
these scholars, or their respective theoretical models, were originally developed nor 
tested on samples or populations that focused to our cause. Enter the grounded theory 
approach. 

 

6.1 Choice of research design; a grounded theory approach 
 
A narrative research design solely focus on individual stories as practitioners tell 
them, a phenomenological research design focuses on common experiences by a 
number of actors or individuals. In comparison to other choices in research design, the 
intent of a grounded theory approach is to move beyond description and generate or 
discover a new theory or a new theoretical explanation to a process or action that we 
do not have a clear answer to (Creswell 2013: 83). 

This research design is well-suited for our study for several reasons. Most apparent 
is the perception of building a theoretical framework through the compilation of 
different theoretical models. The adaptation of a grounded theory approach lets us 
generate a theoretical discussion from the data of the participants who are part of the 
process. Thus, we do not aim to develop a theory that “comes of the shelf”, but rather 
is “grounded” from the empirical findings of previous studies as well as the actors 
themselves (Creswell 2013:83). The idea is to, through a grounded theory approach, 
generate and develop a new hypothesis and new theory that aspire to explain the 
actions, interactions, and processes of contemporary video game journalism, and its 
relation to grass roots media production and alternative media.  

As mentioned earlier, there are several inherited characteristics within a grounded 
theory approach that are beneficial for our case. By conducting a grounded theory 
approach, we focus on a process or action, which has distinct steps or phases that 
occur over time. A grounded theory approach aspires to explain a certain “movement” 
or action that we want to explain. Since the field of video game coverage and its 
development is an on-going process, a grounded theory approach is most favourable. 
Also, as we aspire to develop a theory of this process or action, we can draw together 
different theoretical categories in favour to explain something new, or to gain a new 
understanding of the field of contemporary video game coverage (Creswell 2013: 85). 
Thanks to the adaptation of a grounded theory approach, we can let our research data 
foster and formulate the process of theoretical development. Trough memoing, we can 
write down ideas, hypothesises, and themes that in themselves will develop a 
theoretical framework. Furthermore, a grounded theory approach is most suitable for 
interviews, which will be our primary form of data collection.10 Thus, through the 
process of our data analysis, our theory will emerge through the comparison and 
coding of our data (Creswell 2013: 85). 

6.2 Form of data retrieval; qualitative interviews 
 
The data that will be analysed in this study comes from interviews conducted with 
several practitioners within the field of video game coverage in Sweden. Besides one 
industry veteran, these practitioners are all prominent video game enthusiasts in 
Sweden that produce their own coverage of video games through the channels of 
alternative media and participatory journalism.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10	  The	  full	  description	  of	  our	  data	  collection	  methodology	  will	  be	  fully	  discussed	  in	  chapter	  (6.2)	  
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One important aspect of conducting a grounded theory research approach is to gather 
a larger amount of in-depth interview data. For this sake, the ideal situation would 
have been to interview all of the respondents and interviewees face to face through 
either individual or group interviews, where I could act as a moderator. However, if 
we want to incorporate the largest amount of practitioners possible to this thesis, a 
physical presence may not always be possible due to time or locational restraints. 
Some practitioners may for instance live on the other side of the country or work 
inconvenient hours. To solve this issue, I interviewed all of the producers and 
respondents, through the video and text chat-software, Skype.  

All of the interviews were recorded, either with both audio and video, or just voice 
chat, and were later transcribed to readable text for the sake of our data analysis and 
coding process. The interviewees were also typically asked to give some tips on other 
suitable media producers to avoid research bias and maintain academic objectivity, 
but also to aid me in my search of other practitioners. All of the research data later 
developed into a saturated data model that was analysed through coding stages. By 
the formation of data categories, I attempt to find the inherited properties of each 
stage and look for data to analyse in-depth (Creswell 2013: 89). The analysis process 
will unfold in the way that Creswell identifies as a structured analysis approach. 
What characterise this model is the development of logic or coding paradigm, in 
which we attempt to identify a central phenomenon that explores the causal 
conditions, specifies strategies, and identifies the context, consequences, and 
conditions of this phenomenon (Creswell 2013: 89). After the process of data 
analysis, we will have a substantive-level theory, which we can place close to the 
practitioners and population. Thus, by finding the patterns from our data and using a 
method of memoing, we can develop new hypothesises or a theory as a result from 
this study (Creswell 2013: 89). 
	  

6.3 Description of research method; data analysis and representation 
 
When conducting a grounded theory approach, the data analysis process does not 
“come of the shelf”. Rather, it is grounded and custom-built, revised and arranged.  
The process of data collection, data analysis, and report writing are not to be 
understood as different steps, but rather as an interrelated process that proceeds 
simultaneously. To explain this process visually, we will use Creswell’s data analysis 
figure (See figure 2). 
	   	  

Figure 2. Creswell’s Data Analysis Spiral 
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The process of data analysis will go trough the steps of (1) organizing our data, (2) 
reading and memoing, (3) describing, classifying and interpreting our data, and lastly 
(4) represent our findings. 

The first process of data management begins in the first loop where we will 
organize our interview data into transcriptions. After that, we will continue to analyse 
our interviews through the process of memoing, writing notes or memos to be able to 
distinguish certain themes and trends in our data that correlate with our theoretical 
framework. This is the process of coding, interpretation of data and classification of 
reoccurring trends. Some information may be used and some may be discarded. 
Lastly, after the process of interpretation, we will reach the final phase of the process, 
which is representation. This is where we will present our proposition of interrelation 
between the causes of our central phenomenon and our theoretical context and 
strategies.  

 
6.3.1 Methodological limitations 
 
As I began this study, my initial aim was to interview both international and local 
grass root media producers, as well as domestic journalists. In my first draft, I even 
wanted to interview some industry representatives from video game companies. Even 
though this may sound extremely optimistic due to time restrains, my initial goal was 
plausible. The idea was to retrieve data that I could compile trough the process of 
triangulation. Thus, I needed data from the grass roots practitioners, the traditional 
journalists and lastly the video game industry itself. I assumed that I could reach out 
to the grass roots practitioners trough a combination of online surveys and interviews, 
and to limit myself to 5 journalists and 1 industry representative. This however, 
turned out to be most naïve as it proved to be very difficult to get in touch with 
international media producers, most likely because of their own busy schedule. As 
soon as I realised this problem, I quickly limited myself to my own domestic area of 
video game coverage: Sweden.  

To be able to retrieve the most qualitative and in-depth data possible, I decided that 
I would need data from two different areas, where the second data category would be 
supplementary to the first one.  Thanks to previous knowledge and interest in the field 
of Swedish video game coverage, I quickly mapped out some of the most well-known 
and public media producers in Sweden. Much to my surprise, the Swedish media 
producers proved to be significantly more interested in the project than international 
counterparts. I began sending emails and rapidly found myself interviewing different 
producers. Each interview lasted between 45 minutes to an hour, and the interviewees 
were encouraged to trail of in a controlled manner to gain in-depth data. At first I 
managed to interview 7 different media producers, and after my first review of my 
data, I interviewed additional 3 media producers. Making it a total of 10 different 
media producers. Of these 10 media producers, 9 were grass roots media producers, 
and 1 was an industry professional. The producers that took part of this process were 
the following individuals in chronological order. 

 
Interview #1 Interview with Oskar Skog, famous Swedish video game critic that has been 
associated with some the biggest and most influential printed magazines in Sweden since the 
early 1990s. Nowadays he is the Editor in Chief for Loading, Sweden’s largest video game 
portal and video game forum. He was the very first interviewee and his inputs were crucial for 
the development of this grounded study. (Forum Bokförlag 2014) 
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Interview #2 Interview with Editor in Chief Alex Löfberg and editoral staff member Joakim 
Dahlbäck at the locally produced student radio show, Gejm (Studentradion 98,9 2014) in 
Uppsala.  
 
Interview #3 Interview with Editor in Chief Anders Brunlöf, and editorial partner Tommy 
Håkansson from the Swedish video games reviews and entertainment site Svampriket 
(Svampriket 2014).  
 
Interview #4 Interview with David Boström and Emelie Karlsson, producers of the retro-
oriented video game blog GamingGrannar. Also affiliated with the largest Swedish video 
game portal and video game forum Loading (GamingGrannar 2014).  
 
Interview #5 Interview with Victor Clausson and Björn Pantzar from the retro gaming and 
video game show, Revansch! (Revansch 2014)  
 
Interview #6 Interview with the Editor in Chief David Meyer Trap of Swedish video games 
reviews and entertainment site Ctrl Alt Elite (CtrlAltElite 2014).  

 
Besides these interviewees, several other media producers were contacted. For 
instance there were attempts of correspondence with Rebecka, most know under her 
gamer nickname: Nerdphilia. However, I did not manage to establish any contact nor 
an interview, even though I believe she would have filled an important part of the 
thesis as a female gamer.  (“Nerdphilia” 2014) 

Also, and most importantly, there was correspondence with Tobias Bjarneby, one 
of Sweden’s most well-known, and respected video game journalists. Besides having 
the position of Editor in Chief for Sweden’s largest video game magazine: Level. He 
is also a very frequent video game critic and most recent, even an author. 
(“Loading.se - 20 År Med Tobias Bjarneby” 2014; “Svenska Spelpionjärer I P3 Spel” 
2014) Sadly because of Tobias very occupied work schedule, we were not able to 
conduct any interview. This was a very unhappy turn of event as he probably had very 
insightful opinions, but luckily the amount of information we ended up with was most 
positive and beneficial as well. 

6.3.2	  Why	  no	  video	  game	  companies?	  
	  
Even though I knew that video game companies were notorious in academia to be 
difficult to work with, I approached this area of inquiry with optimism. Just as I 
figured that Swedish grass roots media practitioners were easier to work with than 
international one, I presumed the same logic would apply to video game companies 
that were present in Sweden. Unfortunately this was not the case.  

During the process of finding interviewees, I contacted several video game 
companies such as EA Digital Illusions CE AB (EA Dice), Starbreeze Studies AB, and 
MachineGames Sweden AB, with the idea of a possible collaboration between 
academia and the game industry. However, besides Dice, neither of the companies 
replied. With Dice, there was an early discussion on with one of their human relations 
representatives about a possible collaboration with their marketing team. However, 
the possibilities of collaboration failed when they could not see how this particular 
study would be beneficial to them.  

In other words, the reason of why we do not have any industry input to this study is 
because of the industry’s own lack for academic cooperation. Hopefully, the video 
game companies of tomorrow will understand the mutually beneficial characteristics 
of an industry and academic program of cooperation, but sadly we are not there yet. 
We will discuss this issue further in our discussion chapter.  
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7. Analysis 
7.1 Analysis through the process of grounded theory 
 
A grounded theory approach uses detailed procedures for analysis, similar to a 
phenomenological approach. Besides the process of data analysis and representation 
that we discussed in chapter (6.3), the process of a grounded theory, as developed by 
Strauss and Corbin, roughly consists of three phases of coding, open coding, axial 
coding and selective coding. (Creswell 2013: 195) The objective of these three stages 
of analysis is to reach a final result with a discursive set of theoretical propositions. 
For our analysis, we will use the approach of grounded theory as described by 
Creswell. (See table 2.)  
 
Table 2. (Source: Creswell 2013: 190) 
Grounded theory data analysis and representation research approach 
1. Create and organize files for data 
2. Read through text, make margin notes, form initial codes 
3. Describe open coding categories 
4. Select one open coding category for central phenomenon in process, and 
engage in axial coding – causal condition, context, intervening conditions, 
strategies and consequences. 
5. Engage in selective coding and interrelate the categories to develop a “story” 
or propositions 
6. Present a visual model or theory, and present propositions 
 
In the first phases, the open coding process begins by examining all of our text data in 
detail. In our case, our text data is our interview data, which is transcribed into text 
with memos and comments. As we analyse the interviews, we will create different 
information categories that are supported by our data. By using a comparative 
approach, we can saturate the categories, e.g. by looking for common themes in that 
particular category. This comparative approach continues with further interviews until 
we are satisfied with the information obtained in that particular category, or when we 
feel that it cannot provide further insight. As the analysis continues, our information 
categories will eventually be dimensionalized, reducing our database to a small set of 
themes and categories that characterize the process we want to explore in our 
grounded theory. (Creswell 2013: 196) 

In the second phase of the analysis process, we identify a single category from our 
open coding list as the central phenomenon of interest. This will be extensively 
discussed further in the analysis, where we will position our central phenomenon as a 
central feature to our theory, and tie this together with our empirical and theoretical 
discussion. After the selection, we will begin to review our data through axial coding. 
By revisiting our interviews, as well as collecting additional data from new 
interviews, we continue to build our understanding of the information categories, and 
how they relate to our central phenomenon. (Creswell 2013: 196) By investigating the 
causal conditions that influence the central phenomenon, the idea is to develop a 
coding paradigm that presents a theoretical model of the analysis process. This is key 
in a grounded theory approach. As the theory is built up from the ground up, we as 
inquirers develop our own propositions or hypothesis that interrelate with	   our	   data	  
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and prior empirical findings. This is what Creswell refer to the selective coding 
process. (Creswell 2013: 196) At the final phase of the analysis, one can either 
present new findings through visual methods, or present positions and a new theory.  

We will now continue our analysis chapter by starting out at the first phase of the 
analysis: the open coding process.   
	  

7.2 The open coding process: making sense of our interviews 
 
The first stage of our analysis begins with organizing our interview data. As 
mentioned earlier, we began our data retrieval process by interviewing 7 different 
individuals from four different backgrounds in video game coverage (one industry 
veteran, one Editor in Chief and his colleague from a grass roots video game site, two 
video bloggers and grass roots media producers, and two video game radio-show 
hosts). 

With foundations in our prior empirical discussion, previous research, and 
theoretical framework, we wanted to find causal causes of grass roots media 
production, how the grass roots media producers understand the historical problems 
of video game journalism, and how they use web 2.0 technologies to cover video 
games and the video games industry. What were their motives, and how do they 
identify their own role when it comes to media production? Based on these questions 
and our theoretical discussion, I developed an interview draft with the following 
questions, 
 

• What is your opinion on professionalization when it comes to video game 
journalism: do you identify yourself as a journalist? 

• How do you classify your own media production: entertainment or consumer 
information? 

• What is you personal opinion about the grass roots media movement? 
• Do you believe that the grass roots media movement inherits some kind of 

constructive function to video game coverage? 
• Do you believe that we need more critical video game journalism? 
• Can the grass roots media have a more critical approach when it comes to 

contemporary video game media coverage? 
• Can the grass roots media movement, develop increased levels of journalistic 

legitimacy? 
• How do you believe that video game publishers identify the field of grass 

roots video game coverage? 
• How do you think that the relations between the grass roots media 

practitioners, journalists and video game publishers will develop in the future? 
	  
The interview questions were most often followed with an example to make sure that 
the interviewees understood the question fully. This is important, as interviewees may 
not understand convoluted academic jargon.  

Also, the interviews were conducted either one on one, or with two practitioners at 
the same time. The structure of the interviews was of semi-structure nature, where the 
order of the questions could change, depending on how the interview went on. For 
instance, sometimes the interviewees could answer two questions at the same time 
without knowing, as they explained their point of view regarding different matters. At 
some point it was also better to let the practitioners trail of a bit, as it gave interesting 
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depth to the interview questions. After the data was retrieved and transcribed, I began 
with the process of memoing to find patterns and recurring themes in the answers of 
the interviewees.  

Broadly, we could classify the answers in a couple of different recurring themes, 
(1) video game journalism, (2) creative freedom and autonomy, (3) characters with 
strong personalities, and (4) honest and real media production.  
	  

Video game journalists, what is your opinion? 
 
Starting out our analysis, we are going to attend the first information category, video 
game journalism. Sometimes this discussion began early during the interviews, 
sometimes it was the last thing we discussed, but one thing was abundantly clear: 
almost none of our participants identified themselves as journalists. With exception to 
only one grass roots media producer, every other participant implied that journalism is 
a profession, and one without any training, should be very careful introducing oneself 
as “journalist”. 
	  

”I wouldn’t refer to myself as a video game journalist, because being a journalist is a 
profession with an occupational training that I do not have. I prefer the term game critic or 
editor, and in that sense I consider myself as much as an amateur as the video bloggers online. 
[…] If you have journalistic training, you can call yourself a journalist. Otherwise, I believe 
you should tread carefully. I am not a chef, just because I cook at home, so to say” (Oskar Skog 
2014).  

 
Editor in Chief Anders Brunlöf from Svampriket agrees with Oskar, and answers the 
question in similar fashion. Addressing the necessity of journalistic training. 
 

“If you are going to call yourself a journalist, you’d better have journalistic training: which I do 
not have. On my business card, my title says, ‘Game critic’. I can be critical to anything; I 
don’t need to have journalistic training to say that. I do think however, that it is common that 
critics employ journalistic practice, but me, I am a game critic” (Anders Brunlöf 2014).  

 
This is most interesting as Vobič’s theoretical discussion implied that the lack of 
journalistic legitimacy was an outcome of the anarchic landscape of journalistic 
practice. Yet, these media producers that Vobič would categorise as participatory 
journalists or citizens journalists, do in fact not identify themselves as journalists.  

Also, several interviewees saw problems with the appliance of the term 
“journalism” in general regarding video game coverage. During the interview with the 
radio show hosts of Gejm, it was clear that the term “video game journalist” was not a 
title they felt comfortable with, most often arguing that the term itself was an out-
dated form of practice that was ill-fitted for video game coverage.  
 

“I am not a big fan of the term ‘journalist’ when it comes to video game coverage. It really 
depends on how you choose to “read into” the term. […] Do I associate myself with 
journalists like those that covered the Watergate scandal, or with war correspondents? No, I 
think it’s unnecessary to use that term (Joakim Dahlbäck 2014). 

 
Yet, Fuchs argued that technically anyone could be considered a journalist: at least on 
citizens’ level. Maybe most interesting, was the ambiguity that was inherited with the 
term. Several interviewees could imply that industry veterans that where prime 
examples of video game journalists, where in reality, they did not posses any kind of 
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journalistic training either. This became evident as interviewees could name-drop 
industry veterans as examples to video game journalism and journalists. 	  
	  

“I have always associated ‘video game journalism’ with Oskar Skog and Tobias Bjarneby: 
they are industry professionals. […] I associate the term with occupation and profession” 
(Emelie Karlsson 2014). 
 

The irony becomes evident as Oskar for instance, clearly stated in a prior interview, 
that he was not a video game journalist. And yet, the most common examples of 
journalists from our interviewees were industry veterans that began as grass roots 
media producers themselves.  
	  

Grass roots media production: characteristics and agenda 
 
Another interesting information category was the one where the practitioners were 
encouraged to explain how they classified their own media productions and video 
game coverage. One of the most recurring themes was an attitude of opposition 
towards the creation of content in traditional video game coverage, as something 
impersonal and uncreative. Several interviewees saw their own grass roots media 
productions as culture coverage, and something constructive and inspiring.  
 

“Consumer counselling is not something I am a fan of, at all. It’s all about subjective 
opinions. What experiences I may have with a certain game are mine: and mine only. Then 
it’s up to me to manage those opinions in the most creative and fun way possible. […] I 
prefer doing something creative, and that is how I believe everyone feels. You could argue in 
some sense, that it is entertainment. But more than anything, it is an intermediary of 
expressions on something specific, a game experience” (Anders Brunlöf 2014). 

 
It seems like the grass roots media producers, clearly recognized the different media 
product structures that Fuchs discussed, where in traditional media, content is always 
evaluated through what is considered popular and sellable. Questions about grass 
roots autonomy become frequent as other interviewees come back to themes of 
autonomy, level of uniqueness and constructive positions that they see themselves as 
part of.  
 

“[…] More than anything, I think that I am out for generating discussion. I have almost 
nothing but opinions in my reviews. Sometimes my reviews do not even cover the game 
itself. My most noticeable example was my review on Rayman Legends: were a large portion 
of the review, was about my own thoughts about the differences in American and European 
game design. In that case I do not talk about the game, but rather I want to generate 
discussion and raise questions” (Tommy Håkansson 2014). 

 
From the data, we could se an emerging pattern of self-awareness when it came to 
media production. Grass roots media producers seemed to oppose traditional video 
game coverage, as something uninspired and anonymous, while they at the same time, 
saw their own media platform as qualitative tools of deliverance. As Fuchs argued, 
critical content is oriented towards the creation of value that goes beyond ideological 
or profitable motives. Thus, critical media is supposed to incorporate an alternative 
view towards dominant and often repressive homogeneous perspectives. As these 
media producers seem to value their own productions as more rich in quality and 
expressing an alternative view in comparison to traditional media, it seems like they, 
at least in terms of variety, do engage in critical media production.	  	  
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“It is the good games we want to give attention and focus on, and we have a platform where 
we can do this. I think it’s sad that there are so many good games out there, that so few 
people take part of” (Anders Brunlöf 2014). 

 
This opposing stance of alternative media to traditional media is also supported by 
Castells’ network society theory. If contemporary media production is a network, we 
can understand the network of media production, as a traditional set of conventions 
that impeded creativity and subjective expression. From this perspective, it seems 
logical that these grass roots media producers want to break free from the power 
structures of games coverage.  
 

Creative freedom and honest media productions 
 
Another interesting information category was found as the media producers saw grass 
roots media as honest media productions. Almost every participant could retell the 
development of video game coverage in media during the last decades, including 
Gauntlett’s discussion of web 2.0 mechanics. But more interestingly, the interviewees 
also quickly jumped into discussion about how grass roots media encourage a more 
real and personal media climate. 
 

“ […] In the beginning, a lot [of game coverage] was done on fan-level. It was easy to start 
up something, as one thought: ‘this doesn’t exist, and here we can contribute’. But now we 
are in a situation where the video game industry has become an industry. […] It doesn’t feel 
obvious that what this person [video game journalist] might say is something that I can trust. 
That’s why individuals wants to raise his or her own voices and say, ‘I don’t get paid for 
this’, what I say is completely 100 percent genuine, and I am not backed by any company” 
(Joakim Dahlbäck 2014). 

 
The media producers clearly associated Fuchs’ discussions regarding elite journalism 
and citizen’s journalism in terms of truthfulness and sincerity, as well as Vobič’s 
demise of journalistic legitimacy. The discussion about what was “real”, completely 
dominated all of the interviews. At some point the grass roots media producers, began 
to discuss how the grass roots media represent a more honest approach in general to 
contemporary video game coverage.  

 
“[…] When we are talking about grass roots media, when the movement in Sweden alongside 
with Svampriket began, when lots of new blogs began blogging under just that half a year, we 
truly saw the rise of the Swedish blog and grass roots media movement. There was a demand, 
and a need for a more personal video game coverage that was closer to heart. Maybe not so 
well reasoned, all the times. But it was honest and real. Especially the aspect of honest 
deliverance was something you couldn’t miss” (Anders Brunlöf 2014). 
 

These grass roots media producers, who are in traditional terms free of corporate and 
political influence, believe they are challenging the traditional media production 
model. For a lot of interviewees, the importance to presenting themselves as genuine, 
as opposed to traditional video game journalists became quite evident. This is relatable 
to Vobič’s discussion regarding lack of journalistic legitimacy, as well as the historical 
problems between publishers and journalists. Based in our theory of communication 
power, it would seem like the pre-established norms of video game coverage, is in a 
power struggle in terms of standardized control, where grass roots media producers 
refuse to convey to old terms.	  	  	  
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“We have always been real. We do what we think is fun. Others may come with suggestions, 
‘can’t you do this, and that’, [but] if we don’t think it’s fun, then we wouldn’t do it either. In 
that way, we are ourselves. For instance, we don’t do reviews. We could probably get tons of 
promotional material if we would demand it. But then we would feel obligated to do 
something: that we have to do a certain video review about our opinions” (David Boström 
2014). 

 
The sense of autonomy, freedom of creative expression is very prominent in every 
participant. Several times during the interviews, the interviewees engage in 
discussions about the inherited autonomous nature of grass roots media production. It 
seemed like grass roots media producers, inherits both a critical approach to traditional 
and elite journalistic conduct, but also strong levels of self-perceived autonomy. From 
their perspective they operate outside of conventional rules, and thus inherits creative 
freedom. 
 

“I think that all kind of video game coverage has its own right to exist. We have a very 
undemanding situation at Svampriket. We can do what we want. I have poetized reviews. We 
have published reviews that only consist on one single word. We have so much creative 
freedom, and that’s the way we want to have it” (Anders Brunlöf 2014). 

 
Fuchs’ differentiation between hierarchical media organisation and grass roots 
organisations becomes clear here. The notion of creative freedom and autonomy is 
something that the interviewees return to several times, as something unique with 
grass roots media production, often comparing their productions with video game 
coverage in traditional media.  

 
“What I don’t like is the ‘refrigerator-review’ when you study a video game as a product of 
consumption, and grade each component to reach a final score that describes how good a 
certain game is. I don’t think that works” (Anders Brunlöf 2014). 
 
“Gametrailers are sometimes horribly bad at reviewing. They just line up all of the 
characteristics of a certain game, how many stages, how many weapons there are. It just 
becomes another press release” (Tommy Håkansson 2014). 
 

Thus we can understand grass roots media producers as an autonomous movement of 
counter power. They try to break free from previous programmed goals in the 
network, where they as grass roots media producers, value their sense of creative 
freedom in comparison to Fuchs’s elite journalism. 

Characters, personalities and online public figures: more honest media? 
 
Another recurring theme and interesting information category, was the discussion 
about Internet personalities, characters and public figures. Almost synonymously with 
the discussion about honest media productions, the discussion of a new more personal 
way of media productions was clear. It became quite obvious that the interviewees saw 
a plausible correlation between grass roots media productions, and the rise in 
popularity to online public figures.  
 

“Spontaneously, it feels like these personalities are probably ‘real’. You genuinely like what 
they say, this was a breakthrough, and probably is why this makes it more interesting and fun 
to watch” (Anders Brunlöf 2014). 
 

Several grass roots media producers agree. Grass roots media productions are 
generally more interesting with the introduction of strong identifiable characters, and	  
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entertaining personas. Ironically however, this also demonstrates that the media 
producers in some ways embrace the same ideological form of content production that 
Fuchs discussed, usually found in traditional media production.  

 
“It’s like in show business, you need to have ‘it’. Just as we have PewDiePie, there are 
probably millions other videos, and another thousand that are very similar, which are 
uploaded and are completely uninteresting to watch. They just don’t have that special 
personality” (David Boström 2014). 
 
“I like to embrace characters in a show. I am really not so much about, ‘let’s plays’ or 
‘walkthroughs’, where I can’t see a person or a character. I get interested in a show when I 
connect with the person or character in that particular show. If I like him as a person and 
what he is telling me about games, that is something appealing to me” (Victor Clausson 
2014). 

 
However, the interviewees were not passive actors. They also knew, that strong 
personalities in media productions might not necessarily be more trustful than 
traditional media. The requirement of critical media comprehension was another issue 
that the media producers pointed out.   

 
“It [grass roots media] has its roots from the fanzines movements. The only difference is that 
it is so much easier to gain an audience today, and that is the reason of rise in popularity. The 
impact becomes greater as the spread is instantaneous on social media. At the same time, it 
becomes harder to get your voice heard due to the amount of content online. That’s why we 
see these over exaggerated characters. They become actors to their target audience, rather 
than presenting their own opinions. I see it as entertainment, but it is hard to find something 
real, something that matters“ (Oskar Skog 2014). 
 

And Tommy, editor from Svampriket shares a similar point of view. Arguing that 
source criticism is still very important. 

 
“It’s so much easier to find subjective opinions about video games today, at the same time; 
it’s become somewhat of a minefield. Source criticism becomes more important as it feels 
like half of the grass roots media practitioners, are too kind to publishers to maintain good 
relations and not loose important benefits, while the other half try to make it ‘their thing’ to 
be as angry towards the publishers as possible, Total Biscuit and Angry Joe for instance. […] 
So, source criticism: very important” (Tommy Håkansson 2014). 
 

The interviewees associated grass roots media with honest media, and real 
personalities almost synonymously. But they also understand its limitations, and agree 
that insincerity, exhibitionism and attention seeking may occur as a direct 
consequence. This leads back to Fuchs’ discussion of sensationalism as ideological 
media production instead of critical media. 
 

“[…] I think that a lot people see these kind of opinions as more real than ‘traditional media’. 
This whole discussion about bought journalists, business trips [...] they see the lone 
individual as more valuable, even though they may also be part of a larger media network 
that does this for a living and receive money. […] Internet-profiles know what works in the 
gaming community. What videos got most views, and draws conclusions. […] I think that the 
community is the driving force that (re) shapes opinion” (Oskar Skog 2014). 
 
“Maybe the impact is not positive all the time either. I do think that the grass roots movement 
overreacts sometimes and makes a big deal of something just because it may have 
entertainment value. […] When you have made a career about being angry: Angry Joe. It’s 
quite easy to think, ‘okay, this is attention seeking’ rather than journalism” (Tommy 
Håkansson 2014). 
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Concluding, it seems like our grass roots media practitioners seems to associate grass 
roots media production with both strong and unique personalities, but also honest 
media production. You say what you want to say, and present it in the most appealing 
way possible for your audience. Even so, it also becomes evident that the nature of 
Fuchs’ citizens journalism consequently makes the line between entertainment and 
“easy to watch media” even more difficult to distinguish. This is problematic, as the 
grass roots media producers in one hand do use counter power practices to reshape 
pre-established norms in the network: through their creativity. But at the other hand, 
they are still imposing the very same mechanics that are part of Fuchs’ ideological 
creation of content found in traditional mass media, e.g. strong characters as 
entertainment.  

	  

Can grass roots media make a difference? 
 
As we already established, critical content is oriented towards the creation of value 
and the coverage of alternative views to a dominant and often repressive 
homogeneous landscape. Thus, grass roots media producers are in opposition towards 
the conventional rules in the network. So we do know that they actively aspire to 
create a more vivid and varied landscape. What we want to know is how great of an 
impact they believe they have, and how constructive their contribution is.  
	  

“Of course we can make a difference, the question is how great the impact is. [...] When it 
comes to creative space, both Tommy and me came to Svampriket because we wanted to be 
free: in general sense. And I think it’s more of a benefit that we are not part of another 
editorial team, even though they may have better resources and funding. We take a lot of our 
funding from own pockets” (Anders Brunlöf 2014). 

 
It became clear that the producers themselves saw grass roots media itself as 
constructive media. For them, it was not a special approach of critical content 
production, but rather something that coexisted alongside the mechanics of creative 
freedom within grass root media. 
 

“It [grass roots media] becomes a distinct spokesperson between publishers and consumers, 
in a way that traditional media does not. For larger sites, game coverage is just business, and 
they tell the public what they are supposed to be interested in. But now the public themselves 
can say, ‘no, this is what we care about’ directly to the publishers” (Tommy Håkansson 
2014). 

 
“We don’t want to compete with traditional media and conventional productions, we want to 
do our own thing. […] As we mentioned earlier, we want to raise questions: definitely. […] 
Because of the amount of media content online, it is required that you stick out from the rest 
in some way. We have tried to stick out by being creative and wayward” (Anders Brunlöf 
2014). 

 
This was most interesting as from their perspective, the media structure that Fuchs was 
talking about, was not necessarily associated with either critical or ideological form 
and content, but was actually mixture of both. Grass roots media producers engage in 
critical content production, in the sense of quality and creativity, but they also adopt 
ideological reasons as they chose how to be portrayed to the video game audience in 
terms of entertainment. Yet, the interviewees really had the best intentions in mind 
when it came to alternative media coverage that could benefit the gamer community in 
general.  
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“Most of all, we want to benefit the Swedish gaming community. Travel to collectors, cover 
smaller independent game stores, attend at conventions and give as many tips on games as 
possible so gaming can survive. To contribute to gaming-Sweden and make the movement 
grow in a positive way. That’s the idea” (Emilie Karlsson 2014). 
 

This results in a very unique situation. Based on our theoretical framework, these grass 
roots media producers actively try to re-shape pre-established norms of media 
coverage in our contemporary society: by adding alternative content. They are, indeed 
in a situation of counter power within a network that for decades has been dictating the 
rules of media production. Yet, they operate in a way that is hard to define. The actual 
content they produce is most often founded in the logics of entertainment, and thus is a 
part of normative game coverage found in capitalist, and traditional media. 
 

So, do we need video game journalism? 
 
As mentioned in our background, we already established that the field of video game 
coverage is in need of a more truthful and trustworthy form of coverage: that is a fact. 
Yet, we had just found out that the grass roots media producers are critical in the 
sense of creative contribution, but at the same time also operate under the 
conventional rules of the network in terms of entertainment production. This relation 
could be explained by Vobič’s theory of late-modernist journalism, where journalistic 
practice focuses on “authentic and direct journalism”, and where objectivity is 
ignored in favour to multiple voices and complex relations among social actors in 
society. This explains the media producers’ fascination with honest and real media, as 
well as strong and entertaining personalities. Yet, the interviewees seemed to already 
have assumed that journalistic practises on the video game industry are something 
that does not match, and is in fact incompatible.  
 

“The thing is that, this grass roots movement, is actually not a movement at all. It is the video 
games industry. Let’s say you tell reporters from news agencies, and instruct them to cover 
the video games industry. They would quickly realise that they have little to do in that field. 
It’s more entertainment-centred, and it’s about giving subjective opinions, which is really 
treacherous in journalism. You are not supposed to give subjective information; you are 
supposed to give facts. This is not the case with video games, so I don’t think you can use the 
same journalistic context like in other fields. The only exception is to cover unfair companies 
and such. That is something that should be investigated” (Joakim Dahlbäck 2014). 
 

The reluctant nature of journalism is very strong. Yet, it seems clear that the quote 
above completely diminishes game coverage from various perspectives besides 
consumer information. Gender discussions, art style, and game designs discussion are 
present today. That is what a critical journalist could do with games for example. 
Nevertheless, journalistic practice is met with skepticism.  

 
“I think that the whole industry needs to gain more legitimacy, before we can talk about 
journalism actually. I think the video game industry needs to grow up, and I wonder if that 
does include the so-called video game journalists as well. To journalists, video games are just 
entertainment […] 90 percent of all video game journalism is in my opinion, in fact a 
consumer information PR-tool” (Tommy Håkansson 2014). 
 
“I don’t think we particularly need it [investigatory journalism], but I do believe that there is 
a demand for it. It depends on what kind of magazine you want to produce, what field you 
want to cover and what resources you have. I mean, I can’t demand a [critical] story on a 
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certain video game company, because I wouldn’t be able to pay them for that assignment. 
That must be done, because they [the editors] want to do it” (Oskar Skog 2014). 
	  

It would seem like the media producers themselves, agree that video game coverage 
has a vital and important role in contemporary media coverage. Yet, it’s clear that the 
elite journalists, that Fuchs categorized, actively neglect this field of coverage. The 
conventional labour conditions that are programmed in the network society are still 
strong. It becomes clear that there is also an economic power struggle between 
engaging in critical media production and producing ideological, entertainment media. 
Thus, grass roots media producers seem to have a very good idea of how video game 
publishers (and the rest of the industry) have both now and then, identified video game 
coverage as prolonged channels of marketing. 
	  

“It’s like the blog phenomenon, where you review the product you get, but in a different way. 
You write about your life, your day, and then you add the product into it. It more like product 
placement. […] It becomes subtler, more concealed.” (Oskar Skog 2014) 

	  
But even though they recognize the necessity of credibility in video game coverage, 
there seems to be little enthusiasm within the producers to support journalistic 
practice, as the producers may acknowledge that the idea of critical media is 
interesting, but actively choose not to participate outside the bounds of entertainment.  

 
“A ‘kalla fakta’ TV-special [Swedish documentary] would be interesting to watch. There’s a 
lot of stuff going on that you know nothing about, money, bribes and such, and sometimes 
the feedback [of critical media] is positive. There’s probably a lot going on, but that is 
something I know little about, and we are not part of that field (Emelie Karlsson 2014). 

 
Maybe most interesting, was exactly in what extent the grass roots media practitioners 
believe they were critical. Several interviewees did acknowledge pressure from the 
video game publishers. They explained that they used their position as grass roots 
media producers to ignore demands that they felt went against their goals and agendas. 
If they didn’t agree with a publisher, they simply didn’t follow their demands. Thus, 
they utilized their role as grass roots media producers as a way of defending their 
critical integrity. 
 

“Once, a game publisher argued that the review score we gave a game was to low. He 
contacted us saying ‘we believe this score was to low, we’ll send you another review copy’, 
we did redo the review, but we insisted on keeping our original score. And it wasn’t a big 
deal; we didn’t loose contact with that publisher or review material (Tommy Håkansson 
2014). 

 
“We are not necessarily good marketing channels. We have no obligations. That is one thing 
one has to remember. […] If they see bad publicity as marketing, well I guess you could say 
that its consumer information, but we are not passive actors” (Joakim Dahlbäck 2014). 
	  

Others could point out their level of autonomy by comparing it conventional business 
structures and means of media deliverance: like YouTube. 
 

“The thing with our project when we created Revansch! […] Was that YouTube did not 
impose any kind of demands or obligations: more than copyright. And no one else imposed 
any demands or obligations either. We could say whatever we wanted actually […] and we 
liked it like this, to have this freedom to say ‘this was crap’ or ‘this was awesome’ without 
the chance that someone can oppose it with disapproval” (Victor Clausson 2014). 
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The interviewees seemed to associate their position as grass roots media producers, as 
favourable to be able to maintain a more autonomous relation with corporate business 
interests and publishers, arguing that they in no way are passive actors. Thus the self-
perceived idea of autonomy is not just about creative freedom in comparison to 
traditional video games media, but also about actors whom will not be controlled by 
conventional business structures.  

This would imply that by becoming more professional and absorbed to the field of 
capitalist mass media, one would also loose subjective power to critique. This relates 
to Castells’ discussion of nodes, where individual actors must adapt to established 
norms to be part of the network. But by opposing professionalization and maintaining 
an alternative media perspective, the network cannot control these media producers. 
 

“[…] The more important you are [to the community], the more the publishers will want to 
control your media productions. If you have a little shit-blog with 300 followers each month, 
maybe it doesn’t matter what that person says about a game. But when a blog got thousands 
of followers, then it does matter. However, we have not gone into that field of coverage, so 
we are not part of that world. The only time we reviewed something, it was on our terms. 
That is something we asked for through mail contact, and they replied, ‘if you think it’s bad 
you may say it’, and then we accepted” (Emelie Karlsson 2014). 
 
“We don’t need to engage in something grander either. Sure we are not the leading media 
producers. […] But if we are going to continue to be motivated to do this on personal level 
[…] we want to do this on our terms […] we can’t guarantee anything in terms of continuity” 
(Björn Pantzar 2014). 
 

The idea of maintaining Fuchs’ alternative media practices instead of becoming part 
of what Fuchs call capitalistic media is evident with most of our interviewees. Several 
grass roots media producers explain their situation in a very similar fashion; that it was 
important for them to maintain autonomy in their work. 
 

“Let’s say that they [the publishers] would suddenly have a change of hearts, and stopped 
sending us review material, I think [we] would continue to be pretty operational anyway. We 
would find other ways to express ourselves. Of course it simplify the process, and we are 
grateful for having our favourable situation. We wouldn’t want to have it in any other way. 
But it is not a requirement to keep us a float (Anders Brunlöf 2014). 
 
“I would like to address importance of honesty, and that is something that I believe that we 
all can stand for, at least when it comes to grass roots media as tools for marketing. No one 
can tell us what to think. It is our opinions and our site, no one owns us. […] We do get some 
backing from publishers, and we have reached common ground. Monthly reviews for 
instance. We don’t give scores, but we do have a monthly line up of 5 games. And that is 
something we have been completely honest with to our audiences” (Anders Brunlöf 2014). 

 
Thus, a grass roots media producer seems to identify video game publishers through 
the idea of mutual dependency. In cases where grass roots media organisations do 
receive promotional material, they seem to be okay with the idea that publishers 
identify their productions as marketing tools, as long as they can say what they want 
about it. In cases where the editorial staff does not receive any funding, the idea of 
self-ruling and creative autonomy is very important. Thus grass roots media producers 
engage in power balancing mechanics within the network. The producers are not 
passive and come with demands, and if the publishers do not agree, they do not 
proceed with further cooperation. Thus the publishers’ needs to evaluate just how 
beneficial a cooperation with a grass roots media editor staff may be, before they 
proceed with promotional material.	  	  
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How will grass roots media develop in the future? 
 
The last information category that we could find was discussions regarding the future, 
more specifically: in what direction the relation between publishers and grass roots 
media would develop. The relations between grass root media producers and video 
game publishers seemed to become, even more difficult to categorize in the near 
future, and even more aggressive. Grass roots media producers believed in a media 
landscape where the networks pre-established rules of media production, will try to re-
shape grass roots media producers to fit conventional mass media production.   

 
“I think that the situation right now, is that you as a blogger need to contact publishers and 
nag. But in a few years, the game publishers are going to start to make contact. […] It feels 
like it becoming a trend, where different networks becomes one large network” (David 
Boström 2014). 
 
“We recently got an offer from IGN Sweden to become part of their media network, but we 
turned them down. Because of our previous experiences, we sought to maintain our 
autonomous position and ‘fly with our own wings’” (Victor Clausson 2014). 
 

The trend was quite clear. The media producers saw a plausible future where the 
organisational media structures would continue to merge together, and result in a 
situation where grass roots media and hierarchical media organizations would 
become more frequent. Even so, the interviewees believe that grass roots media will 
probably continue to be a vital part of the critical media coverage.  

 
“As far as I’m concerned, there is nothing that indicates that the structure [of video game 
coverage] will change. However, I do believe that alternative opinions will become more 
common and gain larger audiences […] like gender issues, that has gained popularity” 
(Alexander Löfberg 2014). 
 
”The potential problems manifests on twitter where the spread is instantaneous, something 
Microsoft probably had a headache about during the Xbox One-fiasco. It is, I think, because 
we read into those 240 characters. It becomes fact, and gains immense spread” (Oskar Skog 
2014). 
 

Grass roots media producers are not passive in their relation with traditional media, 
and strong levels of self-perceived autonomy would continue to be presented in the 
future. These grass roots media producers take pride in their work, and will not 
easily be persuaded by publishers or larger media networks. Again, balancing the 
power mechanics of the network society. 

 
“We have built our stuff from the ground up, and then it feels like ‘are they going to take 
credit for our work’? At the same time, we would get more followers, but it’s really hard, 
because, they would earn money on us, as they have a financial interests” (Emelie Karlsson 
2014). 
 

Concluding, we can see that Fuchs’ alternative media practices will, at least in 
terms of the grass roots media procurers, continues to be a vital part of 
contemporary video game coverage. By becoming more professional, and engaging 
themselves in hierarchical media organisations, they know that they would loose 
autonomy and creative freedom. Thus it seems likely that grass roots media 
producers will continue to impose counter power forces in the network of 
contemporary media production to reject this development, as well as contributing 
with critical media in the sense of the creation of qualitative media products that 
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goes beyond ideological or profitable motives. The probability of a more aggressive 
landscape of grass roots media and capitalist media convergence is very plausible. 
However, as long as alternative media opposes capitalist media in terms of 
professionalization, there will always be a balance of power in the network. Still, it 
is problematic that the grass roots media producers neither acknowledges their roles 
as citizens journalists, nor understands their role in media production beyond 
entertainment.	  	  
	  

7.3 Selection of central phenomenon: identifying the information 
categories 
 
Moving along our analysis process, it is time to revaluate what we found during our 
open coding process. What were the main information categories that we could 
identify and what were the common themes that were discussed? 

The idea is to identify one single category from our open coding list as the central 
phenomenon of interest. By positioning a central phenomenon as the central feature of 
this analysis and tie it together with previous empirical data, we can continue with 
axial coding and collect data with our final interviews that relate to our central 
phenomenon. (Creswell 2013: 196) 
	  

7.3.1 Identified information categories 
 
After the first stage in the analysis process, we could identify some information 
categories and recurring themes throughout the interviews. Now we are going to 
summarize the findings and their inherited attributes to see which category will 
become our central phenomenon.  
 
(1) Video game journalism: In this information category we could find the grass 
roots media producers own opinions about video game journalism, and the historical 
nature of the profession. They could all identify the roots of video game coverage, 
and explain that the current media climate is a product of the previous relations 
between publishers and media producers. Maybe most interesting, was that neither of 
the media producers identified themselves as journalists, yet Vobič’s theory would 
categorise them as citizens journalists. It was clear, that the media producers saw a 
correlation between training and practice. Since neither of the interviewees had any 
kind of journalistic background, they preferred to be categorized as video game 
critics, rather than journalists. Also, some producers saw terminological problems 
with the notion of “journalism” applied to video game coverage. For some 
practitioners, the idea of journalism and video games coverage were unnatural, and 
failed to see why journalistic practise would provide any kind of legitimacy to the 
field of video game media coverage. It was clear, that from the perspective of the 
grass roots media producers, what was valued was not necessarily journalistic 
training, but rather, actual knowledge of the video game industry by experience. This 
correlates with Vobič’s discussion of late-modernist journalism. Surprisingly, most of 
the interviewees could not see how increased levels of journalistic practice could be 
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beneficial for the entire media landscape.11 Also, another very interesting theme was 
that several media producers could give clear examples of video game journalists, by 
name-dropping several well-known names from Swedish video game media. The 
irony is that these industry veterans don’t have any journalistic training either. This 
further problematizes the discussion about, who is in fact a video game journalist. 
 
(2) Honest media production and representation: The second information category 
and recurring theme that we could identify was the idea of honest media productions 
and sincere representation in grass roots media. Starting out our interviews, we could 
clearly identify one common theme between the grass roots media producers. They all 
believed that the journalistic coverage identified by Fuchs as capitalistic mass media, 
was anonymous, uncharismatic and boring. The interviewees believed in the idea of 
creative freedom through grass roots media productions, and the idea of autonomy 
from conventional media was very prominent in all interviews. Also, the perception 
of what was “real” was very noticeable. For all of the media producers, they identified 
a clear correlation between grass roots media, and real people with honest subjective 
opinions. It was clear that the necessity of self-identification was more real in contrast 
to traditional video games media. This again, has a strong correlation with Vobič’s 
discussion of late-modernist journalism, where authentic and direct journalism is in 
focus. 
 
(3) Strong entertaining personalities: Associated with the second information 
category, the third common theme was the discussion about strong, and interesting 
characters in grass roots media production. Tightly connected with the discussion of 
honest media representation, the creation of interesting media personas was very 
apparent during the interviews. In this information category, the respondents were 
more critical however, acknowledging both the benefits of strong characters and 
interesting personalities, but also the consequences of exhibitionism, attention seeking 
and dishonest motives. Truly, the current situation of tangible characters in the video 
game entertainment industry seems to continue to grow both on grass roots level and 
traditional media, and the grass roots media producers seems more interested in how 
strong personalities may benefit their own media productions. 
 
(4) Grass roots media as critical media: The fourth information category was very 
interesting for several reasons. Based in our theoretical discussion, grass roots media 
has traditionally been identified as the mediated ambassadors of democratic 
movement and societal equality. Since the video game industry historically has been 
accused for a strong economical and political control over media coverage, one would 
think that the grass roots media producers embrace the possibilities for more critical 
media coverage in comparison to traditional video games media. What we found out 
is that the grass roots media producers engage in critical media through creative 
freedom. By covering alternative aspects of the contemporary video game climate 
beyond profitable motives, they do engage in critical media production, as least in 
Fuchs sense.  

Yet, grass roots media productions also operate under the same logics as 
entertainment media, making it difficult to break free from conventional rules of 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11	  For	  a	  full	  disclosure	  of	  the	  beneficial	  nature	  of	  alternative	  journalism	  and	  participatory	  
journalism,	  please	  refer	  to	  chapter	  (4.4.1)	  –	  Alternative	  media	  as	  Critical	  Media,	  and	  (4.4.2)	  	  -‐	  
Participatory	  journalism.	  	  
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media production. This is troublesome, as grass root media producers may fail to 
recognise their unique position as influential media producers, especially as the 
interviewees do see a plausible future with an even more aggressive publisher-to-
producer relation. In worst-case scenario, the grass roots media producers themselves 
could get accustomed to the magnitude of critical media that they can produce within 
the rules of the network, as they forget that they actually posses stronger influential 
capacities than they mediate.  

7.3.2 Choice of central phenomenon 
 
We have identified four main information categories, and summarized their common 
themes in relation with our empirical theoretical framework as well as our 
background discussion. Based on the four identified information categories, there 
seems to be one central phenomenon that is linked to all other information categories: 
video game journalism. By acknowledging video game journalism as the main central 
phenomenon, we can apply our core discussions on the remaining information 
categories. As we can see below in table 3: we can apply our central phenomenon to 
find how journalistic practise relates to grass roots media production in the video 
game community.  
 
Table 3. Central phenomenon: video game journalism  
Grass roots media Video game journalism 
Honest media production Accountable journalism 
Entertaining personalities Democratic content 
Creative freedom Critical media 
 
Even though it seems like the grass roots media producers themselves are not so 
interested in video games journalism, it is clear that they are operating in a field of 
journalistic practice. Journalists have the obligation of pursuing normative democratic 
goals, but grass roots media producers, are not obligated to follow these rules of 
conduct. Grass roots media producers do not inherit the profession or training of a 
journalist, ipso facto; they are free to engage in whatever form of media production 
they may wish.  

Yet, the analysis has shown, that in regards to the video game industry, there is a 
public interest and a need of critical media coverage. The model above, illustrates 
how a journalistic approach would operate in the same fields of media production that 
is currently carried out by grass roots media producers. What the interviewees identify 
as “honest media” is the mediated subjective opinion that is not governed by financial 
interests. According to the interviewees, the message is honest, because publishers do 
not control grass roots media. Even so, it is clear, that grass roots media producers do 
need to keep good relations with publishers. As the interviewees are autonomous non-
professionals, it is difficult to demand journalistic accountability, rather journalists 
need to engage in the same fields as the grass roots media producers, to regain 
journalistic legitimacy.  

Also, in terms of influential and strong character creation, conventional journalistic 
coverage could learn from grass roots media. The interviewees, have shown, that the 
production of interesting and relatable characters, may be beneficial for mediation of 
certain themes of inquiry. Hence, with the encouragement of journalistic practice, the 
production of democratic content could move beyond the construction of further 
stereotypes. Grass roots media producers have creative freedom, but it seems like the 
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network’s rules of media production impose strong normative control over their work. 
As we have seen from our interviews, grass roots media producers have the 
possibility to be more critical than traditional video game journalism, but because 
they engage in entertainment production, their critique becomes commoditised. 
Therefore, video game journalists should feel encouraged by grass roots media, to 
take a more prominent role as critical media producers, were grass roots media 
producers cannot. 

  

7.4 From axial to selective coding: a story and pattern unfolds 
 
As we have established our central phenomenon that is going to tie everything 
together, we are going to go further into the final phase of the analysis: the axial 
coding process. Here, we are going to try and find additional data to our information 
categories that correlate with our central phenomenon. Attention will be appointed to, 
how our information categories may benefit from the introduction of further 
journalistic practice. Thus, we will revisit our first interviews, as well as to add 
additional final interviews. The idea is to point special attention to our main 
information category, and see if there is a correlation with our other information 
categories.  
 

7.4.1 Interviews revisited 
 
By revisiting the honest media production information category, we could identify 
additional findings that correlated with our main information category. In terms of 
honest media production through grass roots media, there were several instances were 
accountable journalism was needed. 
 

”What the ‘Angry Video Game Nerd’ made as his ‘thing’ has nowadays become a standard. 
Nowadays you are supposed to be angry and tell ‘the truth’. Being angry and other 
stereotypes fit in. I mean Boogies character ‘Francis’ is an angry video game nerd. But since 
he is ‘one of us’ we like him, and then a video when he unboxes a PS4, gets more than 5 
million views. […] The thing with the Internet is that everything is becoming Aftonbladet 
[Swedish evening paper]” (Oskar Skog 2014). 
 

In the sense of business relations with publishers, grass roots media producers are not 
necessarily more independent than traditional journalists, and it is treacherous to 
assume that grass roots media, has a more independent role than traditional video 
game journalism.  
 

“[Angry Joe] uses his YouTube-celebrity and fandom, to get early access codes and betas. So 
he does have contact with publishers, and to pretend otherwise is not correct. So in that way 
he is not independent” (Tommy Håkansson 2014). 
 

Based on our prior findings, as well this additional information, we can conclude that 
there seems to be a need in contemporary video game coverage, to adopt journalistic 
procedure in greater extent. This is to maintain and encourage a more honest and 
genuine media climate, both on grass roots, and journalist level.  
	  
“I can think video game journalism, rather needs to move away from ‘let’s talk about The 
Legend of Zelda’ again. There is video game history beyond Nintendo and Sega” (Oskar 
Skog 2014). 
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The need for journalistic maturity in terms of coverage, demonstrates how journalists, 
historically has neglected critical coverage. Grass roots media can contribute with a 
more varied media landscape through their creativity, but it is not enough. Journalists 
need take a more prominent role in terms of diversity. Moving along to our second 
information category, we could find following additional information, when it came to 
the discussion of strong personalities and characters.  
 

“It’s nice when there is something else than crazy attention seeking. When there is only 
entertainment and no critique, and rather just nonsense like PewDiePie: then it feels good that 
there are others. There’s this channel on YouTube called ‘Arrow and Signal’ which I love. 
There’s a man, sitting and talking calmly, and doesn’t curse. And he just analyses games. It’s 
a shame that it [his channel] doesn’t get more popular” (Tommy Håkansson 2014). 
 

The quotes above, indicates, that grass roots media producers recognize the need for a 
broader and more critical media landscape. As grass roots media does have its 
limitations in terms of entertainment commodification, journalists should be 
influenced and encouraged by the possibilities of characters that are not stereotypical 
in terms of media deliverance.  
 

“It’s like we were talking about earlier, we want to raise new questions” (Anders Brunlöf 
2014). 
 

By encouraging an alternative to the creation of stereotypes, grass roots media 
producers, may be able to influence journalistic coverage in the video game industry, 
but it is the journalists that have the normative obligation to mediate the voices of all 
kinds of different individuals in society. Yet, it is clear that the interviewees, wish for 
more positive media landscape.  

 
“[…] We are trying to have a positive spirit. We believe that there is a lot of negativity online 
and within the video game industry. You are supposed to be negative and say cruel things. 
Sure we can do it as well, im not saying that, but we at least try to have a positive spirit 
(Emelie Karlsson 2014).  
 

The interviewees do have their best intentions at heart. Grass roots media can act as 
critical media by encouraging a wider field of coverage. Yet, it is clear that neither 
journalists, nor grass roots media producers, engage in critical media production, in 
terms of industry critique. Neither of the interviewees is successful in identifying who 
investigates the actual video game industry. 
 

“Just now when Irrational [video game producer] shut down […] He [the executive producer] 
said in a press release that he was going to start up a smaller studio, and develop games in 
lesser extent. But that also meant that the developers and the publishers had fired everyone 
else. But no one talks about that, there is no one that investigates this further” (Joakim 
Dahlbäck 2014).  
 
“Several journalists just identifies games as entertainment, and this was very obvious when 
Ken Levine left Irrational games. Most news were all about ‘oh my god, what cool things 
will Ken Levine do now?’ and less about the human factor. Why it happened and stuff like 
that. It’s still to centred around entertainment” (Tommy Håkansson 2014). 
 

The revisited interviews, shows that grass root media can be more critical than video 
game journalism and influence normative coverage. However, the data also shows that 
grass root media is commoditised as entertainment. Thus, grass roots media is not 
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enough to single-handily mediate true critical coverage of the video game industry, 
and they need the aid of journalistic coverage. 
 

7.4.2 Final additional interview  
 
In this final part of the analysis, we are going to investigate, if we can find additional 
data from one final interview. As with our revisited interviews, the focus of attention 
will be centered to our central phenomenon of video game journalism, and how it may 
relate with the remaining information categories. Thus, in this final phase of the 
analysis, we are going to analyse our final interview with David Meyer, Editor in 
Chief of the video game site Ctrl Alt Elite.  

Rapidly as the interview began, the prior discussions about honest and genuine 
media productions on grass roots level was problematized.  
 

“The fact that more and more people can contribute and reach out online is of course, very 
good. But it is important to maintain quality instead of quantity. Just because everyone does 
it [video blogging], or just because everyone has the right to do it, that doesn’t mean that they 
should. […] If you are going to engage in some kind of serious show, whether it’s a live 
stream or on YouTube, is has to be professional. To encourage even more stereotypes [and 
strong personalities] is plain suicide (David Meyer 2014). 

 
“I believe that the ‘angry white guy’ that is ranting online, will always find an audience with 
the immature viewers, but on a longer period of time, it will probably disappear from peoples 
point of interest. I believe that there has to be some kind of professionalization behind what 
you produce and make sure you are accountable for your actions, because we do influence 
the audience, at least on some level” (David Meyer 2014). 
 

It seems like even the grass roots media producers agree, that grass roots media is not 
sufficient for critical media deliverance, and wishes for higher levels of 
professionalization. Journalistic accountability becomes more important, as it would 
encourage well-produced and professional video game coverage. Yet, this would 
consequently mean that grass roots medias, autonomous position, would be 
diminished.   
 

“Video game journalists are not taken seriously, and their ‘title of profession’ is not as 
powerful as a journalist for traditional television. […] Source criticism, investigation, 
reportages, becomes extremely important in a field of business with a turnover that is greater 
than the music industry, because just as the music industry, games are here to stay. […] I 
believe that every channel network, SVT, Viasat, would benefit by having a video game 
show with well known, or up-and-coming individuals that actually understand field of video 
games” (David Meyer 2014). 

 
Again, the critique above correlates with previous discussions about journalists, 
neglecting the critical coverage of the video game industry. Since grass roots media 
cannot engage in in critical media production, because lacking external funding, it 
seems like the grass roots media producers themselves, whish for a more prominent 
journalistic coverage.   
 

“Sure, there may be some people that argue that journalism should not cover video games 
unless this person actually understands the video game industry, or if he or she is a “gamer”. 
But I argue that, we need to create new journalistic training with special focus on video game 
journalism, and offer this kind of training at schools and universities. […] I think we would 
benefit immensely from that. […] It doesn’t have to be severely different from journalistic 
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training in general, but it is important to understand that this is a very young field of media, 
comparison to music, movies and news coverage that is done today” (David Meyer 2014). 
 

The idea of establishing new kinds of journalistic training correlates with the current 
lack in journalistic coverage. Journalistic legitimacy may rise, if journalistic coverage 
is increased. Also, David do not oppose journalism as something incompatible with 
grass roots media, rather, he welcomes the constructive rivalry between both fields of 
coverage.  
 

“I think that it is beneficial, not just to us Swedes, that we [grass roots media] can mediate 
opinions that does not exclusively come from ‘big’ media. […] The fact that YouTube has 
become so important has both its good and bad sides. Diverse opinions are always more 
interesting than just one. Besides, the larger gaming site needs some constructive rivalry: it is 
beneficial for them. […] With creative freedom comes responsibility, a duty towards your 
audience, whether they may be 100 visitors per week or 10000” (David Meyer 2014). 

 
According to David, critical media and critical perspectives, comes naturally as you 
get more mature. He does identify, that the video game audiences sought after a more 
critical perspective during the rise of the participatory culture of the mid 2000s. In 
some ways grass roots media successfully managed to expand the field of coverage in 
terms of diversity. 
 

“As you get older, the critical perspective as well as alternative questions, comes naturally. 
[…] When the blogs gained popularity during 2009, it was somewhat of a ‘salvation’ to the 
gamers” (David Meyer 2014). 

 
This demonstrates that our initial assumption based on empirical findings, is valid. 
Grass roots media does posses the critical mechanics needed, to present alternative 
realities. Yet as we have seen earlier from our interviews, this critical possibility is 
neglected in terms of entertainment production. Thus, David agrees with Joakim 
Bennets claim (first mentioned in our introduction) that we need increased levels of 
journalistic coverage that aids the grass roots media producers.  
 

“Joakim Bennet is correct in his claim: we need to investigate the video game industry and 
mediate a wider critical perspective. It’s easy to think that you need to hand out high review 
scores, to continue to review games from certain publishers. Thus, I am very keen on 
reminding my editors that their review scores are their review scores. The honest and 
personal opinions need to be there. Otherwise, we could all write boring ‘A-Z reviews’, 
where the only meaning in the end, is to establish a certain score. […] Whatever the reason, 
we as media producers [and journalists] must dare to ask inconvenient questions, and not 
back down. We must not be frightened. My good friend Kerstin Alex dares to cover these 
issues, even though she receives tons of negative feedback from immature readers that feel 
insulted, just because she is a woman that actually knows how the video game industry work, 
and dares to critique it” (David Meyer 2014). 
 

With this final interview, we can conclude that there still is a public demand for 
critical media that is not sufficiently covered by grass roots media producers. As it is 
the normative role of journalism to cover all levels of society in democratic and 
critical way, further journalistic procedure is needed, to the field of contemporary 
video game coverage.	   	  
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7.5 Analysis results 
 
The analysis has shown that grass roots media producers are critical in the sense of 
creative media production. They oppose pre-established norms in the network of 
contemporary media production, by mediating an alternative field of coverage that is 
grounded in the interviewees desire for a more fun and creative media landscape. This 
is welcomed, as the interviews have shown that there is a public interest for more 
varied media coverage. Thus, they engage in counter power procedure against a 
normative force that tries to standardize media production.  

However, even though these grass roots media producers have more opportunities 
to oppose conventional rules of media production, than established media, our 
interviews have shown us that the business model of contemporary media production 
obligates the grass roots media producers to become commoditised as entertainment 
producers. Means of deliverance that could be critical such as strong identifiable 
characters, or honest media, is valued through the same apparatus of value as 
entertainment media. This is because the historical issues of free labour and low 
wages in video game journalism are also imposed on the grass roots media producers.  

This result in the same kind of catch-22 situation that previously just affected 
journalists, were on the one hand they have critical alternative and freedom, and on 
the other hand, an audience or business relation that need to be supervised. As Fuchs 
and Vobič argued, the fields between entertainment and journalist are overlapping. 
Therefore, the media producers are given two simple choices by the network. Either 
to sell out, become absorbed by hierarchical media organisations and loose all 
autonomous freedom, or they choose to remain autonomous, and consequently not 
receive any funding to engage in the true democratic coverage that contemporary 
journalism is lacking. Understood in this context, we can conclude that grass roots 
media has the tools to be more critical than traditional media, but they are not more 
critical as their contribution, becomes commoditised as entertainment.  

We have also understood, that grass roots media producers do not associate 
themselves as journalists. They all agree that journalism is an occupation that needs 
training, even though both Fuchs and Vobič would categorize them as citizen’s 
journalists. This thesis began with establishing the current situation of journalistic 
profession, as in a state of crisis. The analysis shows that there is a need for more 
critical journalistic coverage to the field, and yet, at the moment, no one covers those 
areas, neither journalists nor grass roots media producers. Put simple, no one is a 
video game journalist.  

This naturally leads to our last subsidiary question. Since there was a public 
demand for critical coverage, we wanted to know how grass roots media could 
influence video game journalism. Was it possible that grass roots media productions 
could contribute to journalistic legitimacy? Our analysis shows, that since grass roots 
media is commoditised as entertainment, grass roots media has little influential power 
towards traditional journalistic coverage. Rather our interview data shows that to 
fulfill the role of a watchdog in a free democratic society, it is the journalists 
themselves that need to cover the video game industry in a more critical way. To 
make sure that accountable and critical coverage is realised, grass roots media 
producers are calling out journalists for increased levels of journalistic code of 
procedure, ethics, and democratic ideas to the field of video game coverage. 
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8. Discussion 
 
The grass roots media producers in this thesis are all very talented people that take 
pride in their own media productions. They produce media commodities for free, and 
have their best intension in mind when it comes to video game coverage. As 
previously stated in the introduction chapter, grass roots media is often celebrated as 
the means of democratic voice, where the citizens can raise oppositional expressions 
that critique social injustice, whatever field of coverage, even video games. Thus the 
idea of grass roots media as critical mediators seemed both logical and plausible. 
However, what we have found is that, even though there is a public demand for 
critical media in terms of video game coverage, grass roots media producers are not 
able to cope with this need.  

First of all, critical media production is not the primary objective of grass roots 
media producers in the first place, but rather entertainment production. Grass roots 
media producers actively monitor what is valued in the network and to their 
audiences. Thus, the grass roots media producers’ credibility and reputation online, 
obstructs the means to engage in critical media production. Most likely, they would 
risk loosing both their fans, as well as their funding. It is the logics of the network. 
Even when there may exist a critical agenda at its core, the critique itself becomes 
commoditised. Interviewees could for instance, trace these problems as “critical 
characters” such as Angry Joe were identified as examples of reinforced stereotypes.  

There are very few grass roots media producers that have the possibility to engage 
in the democratically, critical media, that Fuchs and Vobič were suggesting. This is 
because, in video game grass roots media, there is a strong relation between 
autonomous freedom, and the relative capacity of expression. If grass roots media 
producers choose to become more “professional” they would automatically loose 
autonomous freedom, by each level of professionalization they would partake in. This 
is the normative process of the capitalistic network, as the networks aspire to 
commoditise all forms of counter power. Therefore, it is not surprising that the 
interviewees already have felt the pressure from hierarchical media organisations, to 
become part of their editorial team, and thus standardized their media within the 
network. For true critical media to become a reality, grass roots media producers need 
alternative funding from other sources than publishers. This could for instance be 
trough crowd funding.  

It is true that the fields between entertainment and journalism are shrinking. In that 
sense, Fuchs and Vobič were right, and the process of convergence has problematized 
the process of critical media production. Yet, the grass roots media producers operate 
under the rules of media production that the network let them operate under. As they 
are enthusiasts, and engage in media production as a hobby, they are not accountable 
for the lack of critical coverage. Rather, it is the field of video game journalism that 
needs to mature, and become a more prominent producer of critical media. As already 
established, journalism is a profession where democratic mediation is normative in 
the occupational framework. Thus, journalistic legitimacy is grounded on the 
normative democratic self-descriptions of the profession.  

As we have just found out, the media producers are not journalists. Yet, there is a 
need for critical media, and maybe this is (finally) beginning to reach the traditional 
video game journalists. Daniel Eyre, video game journalist and editor at Sweden’s 
largest video game magazine Level, publicised a very critical post on Facebook that 
went viral. The idea was to raise awareness of how important it is that contemporary 
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video game journalism engages in critical discussion. To this day, that post got 13,000 
shares on Facebook. (Daniel Io Eyre 2014)  

 
“Where can we start? Everywhere. No one can do everything. But everyone can do 
something.” (Daniel lo Eyre 2014) 

 
Grass roots media do have the potential to mediate alternatives to conventional game 
coverage, but it is the video game journalists that have the responsibility trough their 
occupation, to investigate and mediate a critical point of view to the industry. Maybe 
future funding of critical journalism could come from the state or the public sector. 
Governmental agencies such as the Swedish Media Council, already exists, and aims 
to “protect media users from harmful media influences” (Statens Medieråd 2014). As 
such, maybe a public service model could fund future critical video game journalism. 

8.1 Presentation of propositions 
 
Grounded in our analysis, we can conclude that there is a need of a more critical 
journalistic form of practice. In some areas, conventional journalism could actually 
learn a few things from grass roots media productions. The table below presents a 
model that encourages critical media production, as well as maintaining high 
standards of journalism. The idea is to move beyond entertainment production, and 
adapt a more constructive and critical view on video game journalism. 
 
Table 4. The model of sustainable video game journalism 
Grass roots media Video Game Journalism 
Stereotypical characters Constructive characters 
Enthusiast media perspective Critical media perspective 
Constrained field of coverage Open field of coverage 
 
(1) Constructive characters: With the rise in popularity in video production online, 
journalistic coverage could move beyond the current trend of stereotypical characters 
that rant about different topics in a angry fashion. Video game journalists could 
embrace these means of media deliverance, to package critical content in a form that 
is appealing to the audiences. Documentaries, interviews, panel debates, are great to 
move away from reinforced stereotypes, to actual constructive journalism. 
 
(2) Critical media perspective. As we have noticed, grass roots media is not more 
critical than traditional journalism. Grass roots media producers operate within the 
rules of entertainment production. Thus, video game journalists should act as 
guardians of democracy. By opposing financial motives, video game journalism can 
act against the rule of capital, patriarchy, racism, sexism, and other areas of 
contemporary video games discussions. 
 
(3) Open field of coverage. Where grass roots media cannot go due to their nature as 
entertainment producers, journalism can cover exploited labour conditions, studio 
shutdowns and encourage more investigations in the video game industry. As Oskar 
argued, journalistic coverage is in need of maturity, and coverage should go beyond 
the discussion of the next The Legend of Zelda.  
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9. Conclusion 
 
This study has examined if grass roots media can mediate a more critical point of 
view than traditional video game journalism. By critical, we referred to the process of 
opposition towards pre-established norms in contemporary media production and 
coverage. The central point of interest was the autonomous nature of grass roots 
media. Accordingly, the idea was to apply communication power, participatory 
theory, alternative media theory and citizen’s journalism theory, to investigate if grass 
roots media producers could be a more critical voice in video game coverage. To the 
authors best of knowledge, this is the first time communication power theory was 
applied to a case of niche journalism, as well as to the video game industry. Thus, our 
findings from this study provide new knowledge in how grass roots media producers 
identify their own role in contemporary video game coverage. Prior to this study, we 
formulated three research questions, where two of them were supplementary. This 
thesis has provided answers to all of them, and even managed to raise new questions 
about the future of video game coverage. 

Firstly, we wanted to know if grass roots media could be more critical than 
traditional video game journalism, in terms of industry coverage and critique. Our 
findings show that grass roots media is not more critical. Grass roots media operate 
under the network’s rules of entertainment production. Even though they are 
successful in mediating a varied and creative media landscape, their media 
productions are still commoditised as entertainment products. Either, the grass roots 
media producers sell out, and loose all autonomous freedom. Or they choose to 
engage in critical media, and consequently loose both their fans, as well as their 
beneficial business relations with publishers. Thus, grass roots media is stuck in a 
catch-22 situation, where the only way out, is to receive funding from elsewhere 
besides publishers. Seen from this perspective, grass roots media producers are having 
the same issues of labour that were previously only targeted to trained journalists. 
Thus, this shows that the convergence between entertainment and journalism is more 
evident than ever. 

Secondly, we found out that grass roots media producers do not associate 
themselves as journalists. Rather they identify themselves as critics. This is due to the 
fact that journalism is a profession that requires professional training. However, this 
thesis has also shown that neither grass roots media producers, nor industry veterans, 
usually have any journalistic training. This becomes problematic, as there is a public 
demand for critical media, but neither of them, engage in critical media coverage. In 
the end, the answer to: who is currently a video game journalist, is either no one, or 
everyone. The question of journalistic profession is in need of additional future 
research.  

Lastly, we wanted to investigate how grass roots media may influence video game 
journalism in terms of journalistic legitimacy. Our analysis shows, that grass roots 
media has little influential power towards traditional journalistic coverage. This is 
because grass roots media is commoditised as entertainment. Yet, journalistic 
legitimacy is grounded on the normative democratic self-descriptions of the 
profession. Thus, this thesis shows that to regain journalistic legitimacy, it is up the 
journalists themselves to cover the video game industry in a more critical and 
democratic way. As such, this thesis was concluded, by proposing a model of future 
video game journalism.  
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11. Appendix 
11.1 Interview guide 
 
Introduktion 
 
Berätta kort om dig själv och din bakgrund, hur började du med att skriva/blogga om 
spel och vad var din motivation till att fortsätta producera spelrelaterad media? 
 
Om videobloggare och annan medieproduktion 
 

1. Vad tycker du om gräsrotsrörelsen med videobloggare och alternativ 
journalistik nätet, samt varför tror du/ni att de har blivit så populära på 
(förhållandevis) kort tid? 

2. Anser du/ni att nätprofiler och videobloggare har bidragit med någon 
konstruktivt till spelindustrin i stort? Ex. spridning av rörelser för communityn 
etc? 

3. Vad vill du/ni att uppnå med er spelbevakning? Ser ni på er medieproduktion 
som underhållning eller skulle ni klassa er spelbevakning som 
konsumentinriktad journalistik? 

4. Traditionellt har man (i spelcommunityn) talat mycket om problemen med den 
etablerade speljournalistikens legitimitet. Tycker du/ni att krävs en mer 
granskande speljournalistik? 

5. Ser ni er spelbevakning som en chans att få ut en mer kritisk syn på 
spelindustrin som ni kanske inte skulle lyckas med om ni var större, eller mer 
etablerade journalister? Ex. genus osv. 

6. Ser ni ett möjligt objektivitetsproblem i speljournalistiken, när journalister 
samtidigt måste vara på god fot med spelförlagen för recensions-material? 

7. På vilket sätt tror du/ni att spelförlag själva ser på er spelbevakning, samt 
andra nätprofiler och videobloggare? Ser de er som en förlängning av sin 
marknadsföring? 

8. Följer ni själva några andra nätprofiler eller videobloggare, och har deras 
spelbevakning påverkat er nämnvärt? 

9. Vissa spelkritiker som har varit aktiva inom flera år identifierar inte sig själva 
som speljournalister, andra säger att de är det. Vad anser ni är speljournalistik? 
Identifierar ni er själva som speljournalister? Tror ni att frågan idag är 
irrelevant? 

10. Hur tror du/ni relationen mellan videobloggare, spelentusiaster och spelförlag 
kommer att utvecklas i framtiden?  

	  


